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REPO
T ONRACRELATIO
S W RKSHOP
HeldMarch4-8, 196 , in Nashville,
Tennessee
Hostedby SchraderLoneChurchof (hr st

ADDRESS BY DAVID JONES, JR.

''Mostofushavebeen,I guess,
tooproud
toemphasize
those
things
whichhaveactually
tornuslimbfromlimb... It's
hightimethatmatureChristians
should
be ableto come
together
andsitdownandreallylookat whereweare."
We are deeply honored for your
presence at what we consider to
be a unique meeting for our city
and our times. The reason I con•
sider this a unique meeting is because [ don't ever recall reading
in the papers, or seeing on television, or even hearing mentioned
once among the hrethren, a meeting where brethren got together
to actually discuss what Christ
teaches on race relations - the
most critical domestic problem
facing our nation today.
J have become deeply moved
when I begin to think what has
begun to happen to the Lord's
church, her influence, and the
purpose for which Christ died.
When I look among brethren
throughout the world - whether
from China, Europe, Africa, Asia,
or among brethren in our own
country-I
see numerous congre ·
gations meeting but very few representing what the Lord really
wants m the church. Most of us
have been, I guess, too proud to
emphasize
those things which
have actually torn us limb from
limb. And like a person who has
a dreaded disease, we continually
cover up any indication of the
disease until we find ourselves
losing our health, our strength,
our influence. We, like many people used to feel about mental illness, have hid the problem which
we face in the closet. Meanwhile ,
we have lambasted hundreds of
thousands
of ocher people for
their mistakes. We're sort of like
a man and his wife who don't get
along. When they go out in the
public, they're the most loving
things you have ever seen. But
their neighbors know they don't
get along: the people with whom
they come in contact know they
don't get along; seemingly, the
only people who don't know that
they don't get along are the man
2 and his wife.

What we want to try to do this
week · is for those of us who are
really concerned about the church
to begin to emphasize some of
the truthc; of the gospel that have
been buried or ignored in the
past.
I was in Africa two summers
ago, and the people in Africa
seemed to know much more
about the race problem in the
United States than I knew. And,
really, you're embarrassed
to try
to explain "our" position. mainly
because we don't have one. Not
only is that true, but we feel embarrassed
sometimes
trying to
explai11 the actions of the breth·
ren. It's high time that mature
Christians should be able to come
together and sit down and really
look at where we are. T think that
we need to do so before the summer. The Negro brethren around
here are very proud of this pretty
building, but I'm afraid that unless we come up with something
to reallv help some of our young
people to see and understand
Christ and the church, and to see
his influence among brethren, I
think we may end up having to
move, or look for another place
to meet. I'm saying this, not with
tongue in cheek, nor am I merely
yelling "wolf," but I'm saying this
because just last summer, right
up and down in front of the
church where we worshipped,
youngsters who attended our own
services didn't respect the church
enough to stop throwing bricks
and botllcs into cars, and this
kind of thing. We can't tolerate
another summer of this. We are
astounded when we hear of policemen being shot down in the
street by bitter, young men. And,
if you think it's just a racial thing,
you find out that a group of
young Negroes shot a white policeman and a Negro policeman, and
ADVEATISEMENT

the Negro died. And, if you think
the Negroc.., arc the only ones who
arc violent. then :vou need to take
another look. There are plenty of
whites who are robbing banks
and doing things of this nature.
But these are bitter youngsters.
They have never received the gospel of Christ. I don't think that
we've been giving it to them. I
think that we need to seriously
consider. not only that our world
is being dominated by the wrong
kind ot people, people who would
advocate the overthrow
of the
good people-lhe
Ku Klux Klan,
the extreme Black Power advocates, and people like this-but
that these are the ones we see in
the news all the time. I believe
that there are hundreds of thou·
sands of people, black and white
Americans. who are not in sympathy with either one of the
groups, but the problem is that no
one says anything. And, the easiest
wav for a "wrong" to take over is
for the "right" not to say anything.
I think that this is our situation
todav: We need to recog11ize that

we camwt condone those things
b.v merely remaining silent.
OUR PURPOSE
Mv task now is to make you
awart! of this occasion, the need
and purpose for this workshop;
to discuss why we uc here; and
to stress the type of atmosphere
that must be maintained in these
meetings.
First, the purposes for which
these meetings were planned are:
( 1) To come to a candid understanding of each other. T don't
Editor : Welter E. B,m:h
: ThomN E. Watts
COVER GTRL--TMt .l-yur old ml.N ta
Debbie Ml.nor-, d•u1Mtt
or Mr. and
Mn. Juatln Minor, who are meml>fft
of the Schra4tt LaDe con1ret•llon.
Photography

"I don'tthinkwe reallyknoweachother.BythisI meanthatweorenotreally
awareof thefeelings,attitudes,habits,andcustomsof theothergroup... We
onlyhovenotionsaboutwhatwe're supposedto be like, and how we are
supposedto act whilearoundeachother.,.
think we really know each other.
By this I mean that we are not
really aware of the feelings. attitudes. habits. and customs of the
other group. Therefore, our bira·
cial gatheringi. may be uneasy or
even tense. We onlv ha,·e notions
about what we're supposed to be
like, and how we arc suppo,;ed to
act while around each other.
( 2) To reveal many unspoken
truths about the Negro and Christianity in America. For too many
yel\n, Christians have held up
them!-.elves as good examples to
the world: the most verbal advo·
cates of "pure religion" have
somehow overlooked the forest
while shooting into the trees.
( 3) To emphasize the position
of Jesu, Christ in the race issue.
Not what we have done, not what
the brotherhood has done, but
what does Jesus Christ teach!
What would he do in our situation? Since we seek to imitate
him. this should be our paramount interest.
( 4) To initiate actions that will
correlate on practices ,vith true
Christianity. It is an easy thing to
sit down and talk-to
get a few
things "off our chests," but it's
something else when it comes to
action.

BACKGROUND OF RACE RELATIONS WORKSHOP
The Schrader Lane Church of Christ is a 40-year-old Negro church
located in the: heart of North Nashville's Negro population. From
1927 until 1967, the congregation met at 2521 Jefferson Street and
was known as the Jefferson Street Church of Christ.

Newt Roberson and Erne:.t Da,is, elders of the congregation,
learned in 1966 of plans of the State Highway Department to route
Interstate Highway 40 through the Jefferson Street property, thus
requiring the need for relocation and new facilities. Thl' new building, costing approximately Sl6S,OOO,was constructed at 1234 Schrader
Lane, only (our block!> from the old location. The building was totally
financed by the Schrader Lane brethren, and no appeals were made
to white churches. The new plant consists of a 628-seat auditorium,
22 classrooms, fellowship hall, three office~. and storage room.
Early this year the elders. Bible class ti!acher Alvin Adkisson,
and David Jones Jr., minister of the congregation for the past four
years. decided that a ral'e relations workshop would be an appropriate event to open the building to the public. They came to this
conclusion because of their conviction that this subject was the
"most drastic need" of the Church of Christ in this centurv. A tot.al
of 11 speakers participated, fi\'c Negro and six white. One entire
ses,ion was devoted to statements b, six college students who live
in Nashville.
The entire program was considered most constructive but "only
a small beginning." Attendance at the fivc•night workshop ranged
from 357 on the opening night to a high of 708, with an average of
548 each evening. On one or two nights. the crowd was approximatelv
50 per cent white, hut the overall estimate for the week was probably
60 per cent Negro and 40 per cent white. Notices of the meeting
were mailed out in advance to all Churcbeo; of Christ in Davidson
County.

-

THE WORKSHOP OPENS - David Jonu Jr., mlnl•ter of the Schrader Lane Church or Chrlal, e:q,latm
the purpose of the Race Relations Workshop at the Ol)ening session. The workshop waa the flnt .pedal
event held In the congregation'• new 628-seat auditorium. The cong-regatlon consists of approximately 40I
members and was formerly known as the Jefferson Street Church of Christ.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Negroes move into th.e neighborhood?" The ironic part i<; that
man\' of the white missionaries
who go to Africa and eat , sleep.
and ploy with Africans, return to
America and completely divorce
themsel\C!> from the Christianity
that the\' practiced
"when no
white Christians
were around ."
Brethren, this is hypocrisy in the
rnw-a
sickness .
4. When a non · church white
neighborhood group meets to favorablv discus<. Negroes moving
into the neighhorhood . .md a
white Church of Christ mi nister
stands and announces that he represent,; the dissenters we need to
be here.
5. We need lo be here because
most southern whites who have
associated with Negroes in the
church sett ing arc unaware of the
deep pwchological and sociological effects paternalism has had
upon the Negro. Thi., 1s when the
w h ites associate and ''help" the
"colored"
congregatiun
out of
sympathy and paternalism , but
ne\'~r as an t=qual. Th~ majoritv
ur Negro Chun :he, of Christ were
eitht.'r b~gun, or financed totally
or in part, by white churche:. who
were: dbcharging thdr duty toward the "colored'' brethren.
The
Negroes, on the othct · hand. willingly a cc c p t e d and depended
upon the contribution'> uf their
gcncruus benefactors
and never
learned to stand on their feet to
dl'mand equal treatment. So they
ne\er mentioned to the whites
their real feelings . Negro preach·
ers ha\'e especially pt.•rpctuated
the subser\'ient
position of the
Negro becaui.c the white church
and its con:1.cicnce-soothing gifts
rcp1·csented hi!i meal lick et. So he
never mentioned to whites thc ,;in
of scgr~gation . I say this because
he 11·i/l mention it to Negroes, but
not whites. We must repent of
our dishonest,
in dealing with
one another.
TONE OF WO RKS HOP
Whatever \\l! du--0r whatever
we o;a\'-must be in the ~pirit of
Chri~tian low . It won't work anv
oth.::r wav . We can sit here and
talk to , a~d aboui. each other and
lea\'e angry , but we will have
failed . L<!t u:. try to eager).,. and
pra\'erfull\' find !iOlutiun-.. Let us
ha,e open minds.. You are not
for~ed to agree. Ju~t respect the
other person's right to do the
~amc.

"Negropreachers
hove especiallyperpetuated
the
subservient
positionof theNegrobecausethewhite
church
andits conscience-soothinggiftsrepresented
his meal ticket
."
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(5) To explore: various aspect!';
of religious problems as related
to the race problem . Mam · of our
religiuu'CChristian)
problems
grow dircctlv out uf the Americans· racist wav of life. "Christians" ha\'e ~KtualJy created prob•
lcms "hile
out to "save the
world."

you awav from theirs ." Or-"Suppose I want to worship at a white
churc h -can I do th is without be·
ing embarrassed?"
Or-"Why
do
your "'·hitc brethren
move' the
church building when too manv

TH E ~EE O
Wh\' du we need a Race Relations ·wurkshup?
I. Manv Church of Christ members boas1 of our rapid growthespecially in the South. Whv are
we grow -ing? Is it beca u se \\;C ::ire
doing a ,;uperior job at proclaiming true Christianity to the world?
Or is ii that we are doing a superior job ell convincing the world
that we arc rapidly becoming the
only remaining segregated religious institutio n in the wor ld?
Think about it . Are we growing
because denominations
arc be·
coming too liberal? Do we really
believe that higots and racists and
"Uncle Toms" can flock to the
Church of Chris t , continue their
"southern wav of life," and "go
sweeping
through
t he
pear ly
gates"? I would hope it is because
we are doing a superior job in
evangelism, b u t I wonder. Are we
growing or simply swelling?
2. There also :1.eemi.to be risi ng
disgust
among
thl! vounger.
learn~d voung Christi a n men and
women. black and white. concern•
ing the hvpocri<;y of the churc h
in d<.·aling with the race problem.
They arc not neceo;sarily running
to join the denominations,
but
they arc honest enough to admit
th~ di'iparitv between what we
say and what we do. Younger
Christians have a real conscience
on this matter-something
apparently missing in the midd le·aged
and older generations .
3. We need to he here because
many personal
evangelists
become a laughing stock to the aver ·
age Negro when he seeks to tell
him about the Church of Christ.
"Oh! You are the peopl<.' that the
white tolks buy buil d ings to keep

One young white gentleman
said to me last night. "I go to :i
\\ hi te '-Cgre~atcd church, and the
brethren sa\ that thev are not
going to change . I kno~ that it i"
scriptural!,
wrong. because
'c·
gr<><.''-live in the vicinitv and mo,;t
of the members
adualh'
hate
them . What can I do?"
I said to him, "If you really arc
sincere - leave that congregation
and go to one where all mc:n are
accepted." I say this honec.tl\ ·, We
ha\'e gotten perhaps 80 percent
of our members from denomination" bv saying that when one
find,; that his denomination is not
practicing compl~tl' New Testam ent Christianit\' that he ,;hould
lea\'e the dl·nomi nation. That is
ju<,t as true in a Ch un.·h or C'hri,;t
" den om mat ion' ··
Some whites say if Negroeo; are
admitted
to full fellowship
in
"their"
congr~gations
Cmcmbl.'r ship without any dcgr~e of di-..
crimination ). thev will leave. I
would say to t·hem if Christ
means no more to vou than that ,
then "take off." I ·think we will
ha,e to come to just that. If a
person can make the el<lers h1p
lea d a whole church to sin be·
causl· of his sinful feelings then
"we are ot all men most mi.,~r able ."
But we only respect such feel ings when it comes to the race
issue:. For example, when a person says that he would like to he
a member of the Church of Christ
without heing immersed in water,
we flatlv tell him that unless ho:!is
willing · to su bmit to scriptural
baptism he can no t be a member
of the Church of Christ. Suc h
weaklings! Such hypocrites!
-David Jones . Tr.

GE TTI NG DOW N TO CASES

ADVERTISEMENT

-ADORES!'i BY LAWRENCE L. (BUL>) STUMB•\l'Glf

"Bearing
uponmyconscience
.. . is therealization
thatone
doesnot have to be grosslywickedto be immoral-iust
spineless."
Tonight I am going to inflict
some red- hot realism upon you.
I intend to raise a howl of calamity about the past, present, and
persistent failure of the church to
be what it ought to bt>.
I cannot approach the rout a nd
viole n t crimes of so-called "C h ristianitv" in hushed tones. I cannot
smooth over tht! church's ugly
history of hypocrisy by preachi ng
pleasant
and pious platit udes.
Bearing upon my conscience at
this moment is the realization
that one does not have to be
grossly wicked to be immoraljust spineless. That is why my
attitude is one of explosive urgency. That is why my concern is
with what I mmc sav, not with
what peopl~ may think.
Some may say, "You are an
angry
young
man." To that
charge I rep ly, Paul commands
that we be angry. without sinning,
and l hclievl" ii is far pasl time
for righteous ind ignation.
Some may say, "You are a dcm·
agogue, an extremist, a fanatic, a
heretic." To that accusation I an·
c;wcr: That is what Galileo was
ca lled as he stood before his inquisitors saying. "Th<! earth does
mo\e!"
That's w hat was said
about Martin Luthe1 when he
nailed hie; 95 theses on the door
of the powerfu l Roman church.
Some may say, "You are rebellious; you are a trouble-maker."
To such I point out that Jesu!>'
accusers said, as recorded at Luke
23: 5, "He stirs up the people .• ,"
I also remember Paul an d Silas
were accused of turning the world
upside down ( Acts 17: 6 ).
Now 1 am not placing myself,
in mentalit>,· or morals, on a par
with Galileo. Luther. Jesus, Paul,
or Silas. But I do helil've that as
thev were right. I am right . Mv
position is not one of race against
race. hl::1ck against white. It is
one ot righl against wrong. I can-

not be silent. I cannot be calm.
I will not excuse. I '"•ill nol c,>mpromise. I will not be affable and
easy-going. I will not be intimidated With such oceans of icebL'rgs around me. J must be hot.
I must present thl" unadulterated
and sometimes
scandali1ing
truth!

And the truth about thi<. mat·
tcr of race relations is that, contrary to what the majority of Caucasians havl" been thinking and
saving, the major domestic difficulty in America cannot he propcrlv . 1ahelcd the "Negro problem."
Basically, the problem is, and always has bcL'n. a white problem.

ate. slept, urinated.
defecated,
vomited, and died in the cramped
and disease-infected quarters.
By comparison. the Nazi genocide of this century s~ems almo~t
like a game of hide-and-!>e~k. Why
those of us who are the descend·
ants of the slave runners and
slave owners of yesteryear should
be shocked at Hitler's theory of
the master race. and his consequent debasement and cruel treat•
ment of tho-.e he termed inferior,
is one of the inconsi.-.tcncies of
our rea!,Oning processes I will
never understand

Yes. white rl'ligioni!.ts hegan
and arc responsible for perpetuating America's racial crisi<;. You
see, it wall mainlv "hite church·
men who mon.> lhan ,oovear!, ago
forcefully brought black peupll!
from the continent of Africa to
this land. The-.;e captive<, were
stacked together in hold!> of ships
with no more regard than one
would have in ..tacking lumber in
piles . The ships were floating
death traps where more than
60 million unwilling pas!.engers

But our forefathers
e~cused
thl!ir behavior on the grounds
that these "poor," "ignorant," "pa·
gan savages" were fortunate, under whate\'er conditions. to be
hrought 10 a country which would
"bless" them with such "civilized"
and ''Christian" environ ment and
as~uciation. It is strange, indeed,
how ungrateful
many of these
black, were, for they staged mutinies , leaped into the sea to
drown while still chained
together. and tried every known
method of !>uicide to keep from
accepting the "blessing" or living
in thi<. "Christian" nation .

"The block man wos
blindedby the white
man so to speak
, and
thencondemned
fornot
beingobleto see. The
very people who had
omput
oted his legswere
nowcriticizing
theblack
manfor beinga cripp1e."

And no wonder
thev chose
would
death, for who among
prcfor to li\'t: as the slaves were
forced to lh-e? Working hut ne\'cr
L'njoying the fruit., of hi!. labor .
Adults crudlv beaten with whips.
Little chi ldren denied culture and
cdu,:ation while being forced to
work in the fields . Pretty black
women raped b~· pitilc<i'i white
men. Mothers sobbing as their
strong children were taken from
them and ,old to the highest hidder. thus breaking up the family.
Parent-. actually
praving
God
\\ould cause the little child developing in the mother's womb to be
horn deformed so it would have
no value on the labor market and
,,ould not be forcefully separated

AOVEATISEMENT
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from its famiJy by being sold to
whoever offered the most money.
By making laws in direct contradiction
to the great themes
and pronouncements of the Bible,
white Christians broke almost cverv rule in the one book they
cti.imed to follow. ln determining
each ~tate's population the U S.
Congress decreed that black people he counted as onl.,, three-fifths
of a person. How could anvone
dare take awav two-fifths of the
humanitv of someone created in
the image of God! The verv ones
who taught others the Bible'-; emphasis on the sanctity or the familv made it illegal for slaves to
marrv and forced them to vent
their · natural physical desires a-.
an animal of the field would. And
the Supreme Court of the United
States, in its Dred Scott decic;ion.
affirmed that the Negro had no
rights that the white man was
bound to respect. It is do" nright
unbelievable
that am,one who
claimed to live by the Golden
Rule could hand down or follow
a pronouncement
declaring another human being had no rights
to be respected. But our so-called
Christian nation, dominated by
white supremacists. did.

6

Then came suppo!!icd liberation
from !Jlaverv through the Emanci·
pation Act of 1863. But as Henrietta Buckmaskr put it. "With Appomato1t, four million hla, k people in the South owned their
skins and nothing more." Slaves
had been denied education. They
had had no monev to save. They
owned no properly. Thcv were
not just ill-prepared, but non-prepared to face thl!ir "new" life.
Since these sla,•cs did not, upon
hcing freed. immediatelv possess
the knowkdge and skill of others
in society, the lie of innate inferioritv was again spread bv the
"good, white Christians" to justif11 placing human being in bond·
age. Whites had denied blacks all
the essentinls for getting ahead
in life and then denounced the
black race for not possessing
these essentials as if it were the
black race's fault. The black man
was blinded b} the white man so
to spealc, and then condemned for
not being able to see. The very
people who had amputated
his
legs were now criticizing
the
black man for being a cripple.
Oul of this situation was born

the philosoph,.
that the racec;
should be segregated. Since black
people were uneducat1::d and uncultured. thev were supposedly
unrit and unable to receive the
benefits of education and culture
such as whites had access to. To
mix the races in the quest for
thci.e things would supposedly
pull the so-called superior whites
down to the low level or blacks:
thus blaclcs continued
to find
themsekcs denied the tools which
were producing a more affluent
white· societv. The tragic results
of deprivation
and segregation
were used as an argument for the
continuation
of deprivation and
segregation. Thb same twisted
and immoral logic is still u,;cd to·
da,· in defense of the continuation
or" segregation.
As alread.. suggested, so-called
white Chri<-tianitv was and is the
main cause of the racial problems
we face todav. The church started
the doctrine· of race separation
and worked c;o vigorously for it
that segregation bec·ame a part of
Chri!.tian dogma. Whitc suprem•
ac\' was literallv defended with
Bible in hand. Passages of Scrip·
ture were so twisted out of context until e\•en today, to many
people. the true defender of "puTe
religion" is he who screams most
vociferously for eternal separation of the races in th~ church
and general society.
But while
claiming to uphold the teachings
of the Bible, the segregationist's
stance has been in tliTect contlict
with what the B i b le really
teaches.
For example: Philippians
2: 3
says ••... in humility count others
better than yourselves." But many
,,. hite churchmen teach that Negroes are inferior and never will
be as good as whites. thus violat·
ing not only the Scriptures, but
also showing their ignorance of
anthropology.
ps~chology, s.ociology. bi o Io g y. and ethnology
which ha\·e ni:ver proved, any race
to be naturally or innately inferior or superior to another.
Philippians
2: 4 teaches
that
each of us should ". . . loolc not
only to his own interests, but also
to ·the interest of other.!>" - but
most whites excuse them.!,~hes
for. sav. not s~rving Negroes in
their placi:s of business by claiming it would lose them customers.
thus showing they are more interAOVEFITISEMENT

Lawrence L. (Bud) Stumb•ugh,
Nashvllle bu!\inessman, spoke on
In Dealln~ With
"Inconsistencies
the Race Problem." Re Is a memher of the Madison congregation.
ested in thi!ir own well heing and
profits than in looking out for the
other fellow. Whites orten say
they are opposed to integration
because of the effect it might
have on their children, but usuallv fail to sho" the same concern
O\'er the effect of segregation on
little black children.
James 2: I teach~s us to "show
no partiality as ,·ou hold the faith
of our Lord Jesus Christ ... " But
I can name Sl'Veral congregations
who arc !>O partial to, and so respectful of. white ,;kin that theiT
black broth~rs and sisters who
share similar dol trinal belief.!>are
either turned awav completely
from the assemblies or forced to
sit on the back row or in the
balcony.
T h e s e s a m e lOngregations,
when mailing announcements
of
a Vacation Bihlc School or some
other program dc!>igned to inrtu·
encc the communitv. will ~y~tem·
atically skip sLreets on which Negroes reside . This is done deliberatelv. In door-knocking
campaigns to stimulak
interest in
evangeli,;tic meetings, these same
street~ are knowingly e,ccluded.
And manv. even of those few
Southern rongregation~ who have
a minute percentage of black people worshipping with them, are
not completclv sold on the ideas
of non-partialit\ ' . For when it is
evident that the neighborhood
where the chur, ·h's building is located i,; becoming a predominantly Nt:gru neighborhood.
usually the v,hitc!> run as la!>t as they
can to th~ outskirt.!> of town, buy
up several acres of laod, put up
a new building ... ell the old build·
ing to thi:: "colored brethren" or

to some other religious body so
the newly .1cquired debts caa be
paid . Such churches sit back and
pat themselves on the back for
the fine progreo;s they have made.
I do not call a move motivated hy
such factors "progress"; I call it
moral bankruptcy! And when this
splitting of fellowship is advertised on a double-page spread ( a ..
recently happened in Nashville).
enabling all to see this horrible
degeneracy , it makes me want to
throw up.
But perhaps the most flagrantly
violated p.1ssage has been Matthew 7: 12, the Golden Rule. Since
I do not want to be called "boy"
when I am six:ty-five years old,
since I do not want to be called
"nigger," "darkie," "nigra," or any
other disparaging
name. it is
wrong tor me to call black people
by such names.
Since I would not want to be
turned away from church assemblics because of the color of my
skin, I cannot turn othL'n, away
for that reason.
Since I would not like to be
turned away from church-related
colleges because of the color of
my skin, I cannot treat others
that way.
Since I would not want to tell
my little girl she will have to hold
back her biological urge because
there are no bathrooms for her
race, since I would not want to
tell my little girl that she is not
allowed to sit up front near the
bus driver, since I would not
want my littl.! girl's he.art broken
when I have to explain that she
is not welcome to use the s~
called "public" park or swimming
pool, since I would not want my
little girl to sleep in a cold
cramped car on a trip because
there are no motels that will ac·
cept her, since I would not want
my little girl to grow up without
the respected title of Miss or Mrs.,
since I would not want my little
girl to grow up with lbe nagging

thought that "most people do not
my lailure
like me," I cannot-by
to speak out and work againstaid and abet a svstem which
thrusts just such conditions on
other precioui, little girls.
Now I am well aware that manv
of lhesc forms of injustice
longer openly exii.t. But I am concerned over the fact that this disgusting discrimination
still lingers in some places. Even more,
I am concerned that what few
improvements have been made in
race relation,
have not come
ahout because white Churches of
Christ reo'pentcd and brought forth
righteous works suitable for a
group which is aware of its ugly
past and wants to change it.
Scoffers have abundant
reasons
to cast aspersions at ul> for our
colossal shortcomings.
We ha\'e
been found deticicnl in love on
the one hand and courage on the
other.
W. E. 8. DuBois, American educator and writer who was of
Negro descent, was a prophet of
doom who prm:ed correct in his
castigation of Caucasian churc h·
men. He denied that this group
would ever take any arduous action to alleviate misery, wrongdoing, and suffering among black
people by saying: "Of all the
groups devoted to social uplift,
I have least hope in the white
Christian ministers." It, of course,
goes without i.aying that if the
mirusters who encourage and influence the different church.!s do
not take a i.tand for helping the
do" ntrodden, precious kw of the
members will either.
Perhaps Negro c:nlertainer Dick
Gregory bes t s u m s u p the
church's failure to be a vitaliling
force m shaping human morals in
the area ot race relations.
Mr
Gregory shocked 3,500 teenage
Lutherans gathered for a conven·
tion in Washington, D. C., by the
following repl)' to their question,
did he think the:: church was still

". . . if the law forces
meto practice
goodness
long enough,I might
iustlearnto do good
naturally
andevenlike
it."

no

a power that could do something
to benefit the Negro: "My personal conviction is I believe it's
too late. We had the Civil War.
Then 100 vears later it would have
been a great thing had the church
stepped forward with leadership
to free a great many of the oppressed people in America. This
would have been a feather in
God's cap. We \\OU\d have said,
has
'Thank God.' The church
failed in such a horrible way that
now everyone
seems to say,
'Thank the Supreme Court'."
Black people do not find it possible to thank the Church of
Christ for the better treatment
they ha\e been accorded. Thank
the· schools, the government, the
labor organizations,
the
civil
rights groups, some employers,
the Supreme Court-but
not the
church.
Of course, the rationalization
for the church's failure to speak
out and acr is that segregationintegr.1t ion is a political issue and
the chur'-·h cannot therefore in\'Olve itsclt. Such dribble! Such
inconsistency!
In 1960, in pnpers and magazines owned and edited by members of the church, much was publi..;hed in condemnation
of the
candidacy of John F. Kennedy for
United States President. Pulpit
preachments,
bulletin
articles,
special announcements, radio and
television programs, bulk mailouts on church letterheads, and
other means were used to denounc~ Kennedy's political aspirations because of his religion.
Writers and speakers defended
the church's
involvement
in a
political contest with the e.11planation that spiritual issues were at
stake. They admitted
it was a
political matter, but they said its
made
re I i g i o u s ramifications
church involvement imperative.
But now, just because both political parties are enmeshed in the
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controversial
issue of race relations. it has become wrong to l>e
involved. Edi tors. preachers, and
chu rc hes have grown strangely
silent. No prono u ncements, few
article\, less o;ermons. ll hb,torians a thousand years from now
were unab le to ·read anv docum e nt s other than pamphiets. pa·
pe-rs. and magazines written bv
members or the Church of Chrisi.
they would not be able to di.-.ccrn
that America even had a racial
p roblem in the middle •.ears of
th e 20th century.
They would
learn th at the church had worked
diligen tly to keep a Catholic from
becoming
president,
but
they
would find almost no indication
t ha t the.' church had worked hard
to assure tha t black people were
treated right. Yet thc Bible now here calls on disciple, to work
for freedom uf religion. In fact,
earlv Chris t ia n itv thrived without
this· freedom su ·manv were \\ orking to protect duri ng the NhonKennedy campaign. But the Bib le
throughout
docs call for lo,·e,
peace,
fellowship.
and justice
among all men. Somehow
the
Ch urch of Chri-.t says more on a
presidential race than on race relations!
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ing laws against speeding,
robbery, or murder?

bank

"If historians
a thousand
yearsfrom now were

or course. it's trne morals cannot he legislated. But hchavior
can be regulated. and that is what
society is trving to do when it
passes
lawo; against
speedin~.
bank robberv. murder.
and ra cial discrimination.
True. !awe;
cannot make \·ou love me. but
thev can make vou serve me rood
when I am hungry and have the
money to pay for it. Laws can
make vou quit lynching me, and
after all, when you have a rope
around my neck, I do not reallv
care if you remove that rope because of love or Jaw. favor or
fear, just c;o lung as you rt.•move
that rope. J favor more and better
legislation in the area of human
J know it can
rights, hecau,e
make us treat one another better.
I also know heller behavior can
be learned. and if the law forces
me to practice
goodnes... long
enough, J might ju,;t learn to do
!!OOd naturallv and even like it.
I did not like spinach as a child,
hut I had to eat it hecause my
folks laid down that lav. to me.
You know, t finallv learned to
like it!
·

unableto readanydocuments
othe1
thanpamphlets,pap e rs, and
m~gozines
writtenby
members
of the Ch
urch
of Chris
t, they would
not be able to discern
that America
even had
a racialproblem
in the
middle
yearsofthe20th
century
."
shield wipers? Wh~· didn't concerned Christians · form private
groups to work for integration?

And only last fall the Church of
Christ got involved in another
political contest - right here in
Nas hville. r refer to the liquorby-the-drink
refor~ndum . Justification for involvement was that
a moral or spiritual
issue was
again a t stake. Now l do not take
lightly anyone's concern over the
dangers of intoxicants;
manv of
the~ danger" are real. However.
I do beliei,,e it is the height of
inconsistcncv to preach about the
dangers of liquor <luring the fervor of political acti,1 it y over the
subject and not preach about the
evil of racial in justice when the
subject of race relations is likewise uppermost in the minds of
almost everyone

Was it because race relations
was a political question which the
churc h could not speak or act on
without
committing
'tin? No!
Chu1Thc, or Christ felt thev could
give out tracts and ha~dbill,;,
preach sermons, and write articles during a presidential
vote
a nd during a liquor vote. And if
they had been consistent
they
could have done the same thing
concern ing race relations,
only
wit h mu eh m or e biblical justification. When extremely inrtuential preachers
and writers begin
10 stand
as vigorouslv
for a
change in the racial picture as
thev have in some of these safe
areas which do nor brin~ the
wrath of their congregations upon
them, then we will hegin to see
some concrete impro\·emcnts
in
a verv immora l situation .

Why did we not give out tracts
on street comers in 1954 supporting not just the need for compliance with law. hut also pointing
out that the higher law of love
that we do
made it imperative
the right for whkh the U.S. Sup r eme Court justices were calling? Why did we not, back then.
or decades !'>OOner,send our teenagers to all the <ihopping ccnte;-rs
w ith thousands
of handbills
to
stick
under
automobile
wind-

This matter of working for the
defeat of a legal proposal calling
for the sale of liquor hv the drink
inconsistent
brings up another
stance many h,we taken. Almoc;t
ev1.•ry time a ncw bill is presented
bcrorc! the state or national legislature, the crv is raised that "vou
can't kgislatc morals." [sn't that
what those opposcd to the liquorby-the-drink
hill were trying to
do? If morals cannot be legislated. then wh · do we holher havADVERTISEMENT

Concerninl'
another
inconsistency regarding law, let me c;ay
it is high time for white Christian~ to dl•cidc if law hr\!akin~ is
good or bad, right or wrong. Too
many whites appl.1.ud George Wallace for standing in the '>Choo1
house door to keep out black c;tudenl<, the law said to enter, hut
then
get upset
when Marlin
Lucher King defies a courl injunction. And if we can juc;tify lawbreaking and destruction of property bv labeling ac; bcrocs our
forefathl·rs who <itagcd the "Boston Tea Partv," c;hould not we
aho labc-1 ac; heroes those who
todm. destrov propcrtv in hopes
of forcing a c;ctth.•ment of their
grievances? If the midniirht ride
of Paul Revere and his shouting
of "To arms, to arm,. the British
are coming" ""'as a glorious and
patriotic ca\1 for freedom. th~n
don't condemn blacks for calling
for arms in order to right for
their freedom. Jf our forefathers
did not have to wait for the courts
and ruling powers or their da,·
to alleviate misery an<l injustice,
then blacks have as much right
today to start a revolution in order to achieve justice, without

waiting for the powers that be to
grant it.
Of cour,c, the church is preltv
inconsistent
in calling for nonviolence in the first place . People
laugh at the lie we tell when wc
claim to be a peace-loving people .
Thi~ countrv of churches is the
only nation· I know who has, on
th~ bash of official national policy, tried lo wipe out its indigc•
nous population.
l\nd somehow
whenever the "pagan enemv" was
violent (m,ually for self-protection). it was alwavs worse than
when the "Christian" U.S. forces
were violent. For example, whenever the U.S. Ca\·alrv won a battle, it was called a· victory. But
whenever the Indians won il was
called a ma!>sacre. Wln the difference?
Haven't we alwavs tried to just irv our "\\ hilt.>" violeoce? Our
militarv
leade~
justified dropping a homb on yellow and brown
people of Hiroshima. completely
burning 55,000 of the 75.000 existing hotn\.''i and killing 78.150 innocent dtin·nc; because ir was
done "to save l\merican
lives."
Similar fate came to civilians in
Nagasaki. You see. the policy of
this nation, and basicallv that of
the church, has alwavs been that
violem.·e ic; right if a noble and
just and higher purpose is served .
Now black people are beginning
to echo this same philoc;ophy.
Thl!V believe the lives of their
children's children are more important
than a few dilapidated
tenements. so some of them feel
justifil•d in saying ··aurn. baby ,
buro." If violence is so wrong,
why do [ kl'cp hearing -.tatements
from many pulpits defending "our
patriotic bovs who are in Vietnam
fighting ro,: fn.-cdom?" If God allow, us to be violent , even to
the point of taking lives . as long
as the cause is just, then violent
blat:h who fight for racial freedom ,hould have the blessings
and pravers of the church as do
our boys overseas . But if God
meant what he said about loving
the enemv . turning
the other
cheek , and rt.>tuming good for
evil, then let thi,; be preached
with equal fervor to the whitl'
militarv machine a-. it is co the
black power organization.
What is the biblical position in
regard to violence? Well , let me
state unequivocally, I believe the
Bible teaches pacifism . I am a

pacifist through and through . I
helie\ ·e in. teach and practice non\'iolencc . I will not kill, for I be·
licve to do so would violate the
biblical doctrine of love, both of
friend and foe. However. this
does not ml!an [ am timid, a pusho, ·er , weak , reticent, OT inactive.
Yes, I belh.!ve in 10\·e, but I also
believe tnte lo\'C i-. accompanied
bv beneficent power. or it is nothing more than anemic sentiment.
Jesu,;
lo\led cvervhodv
and
never killed anvone, but he was
certain!\' not
passive person .
He leveled a scathing denunciation agaim,t the Pharisees, and he
drove the money-changer!- out of
the temple \\ ith a whip . I believe
that todav we need the same kind
of love Jesu,; posc;esscd. Sometimes it takes rebuking . pres.,ure.
and force to make people do
right , hoth for their own good and
the good of others. That jc; whv
T sometime.,; <.pank my little ,ziri.
and according to Hebrew,; chapter 12. the reason God sometimes
,;panks or chastise" us in order
lo make us do right.
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It is a sad but hi,;toricallv true
fact that domineering . privileged
powers that oppress do not willingly give up their po,;ition of
dominance . Evil individuals and
~overnment'i hnve alwavs had to
be pressured into doing right. It
took pressure to make Pharoah
of lhl • Old Testament do right. [t
took prc.-.,;ure to make the King
of England give the American
colonist" representation
for their
taxation, and I ha,•e previously
mentioned the praise we heap on
our forefathns
who exerted this
rrcs<;ure . Rca<.I thl' historv of the
,trugizle for woman suffrage in
Aml'rica . Note
ec,pecially
the
tumultous vear-. 191' -IQ19 and sec
how American mothers and ~and·
mother,; picketed
the White
House . dcmon..,trated with placards filled with
mesc;a~es to
Pn.•,ident Wil,;on . pitched tents
\\ ith the threat of camping out
on the White House lawn until
Congresc; gave women the right
to vote. and finally, st.>ehow manv
or the,c mothers and grandmothers were thrown into j.1il for their
activities . But it won them suff.
rage! And today , women like
Susan B. Anthony, Julia Ward
Howe , Lucy Stu~. Carrie Chapman Catt. and Anna Howard
Shaw are heroes. Well, I tell vou
proudlv and with no reservations
AOVEATIS£MENT

that men like Martin Luther King,
Medgar Evers. Whitney Young.
Jr., James Farmer, and scores of
others are heroes in my eyes today . This does not mean I agree
with everything
they ha\'e said
or done. but it does mean l appreciate
the wav the\'
have
work~d so acti\'c(i; and: in the
main non-violent!\' , in their unceasing efforts to secure freedom
for the oppressed and to make
the oppre<,,ur do right.
And though many whites and
some blacks arc !>Ure to say that
demonstrations.
bo,·cotts.
and
other pressure tactics only create animosity and !>Ct race relations back. I°think the facts prove
otherwise . The 1960 sit-ins desegregated lunch counters in more
than 150 cities within twelve
months . While I ,\as still a stud~nt in high •;chool in Selma,
Alabama, the 1956 bus boycott in
Montgomery
ended segregation
on the bu,es of not only that city.
but in almost cverv city of the
South.
Without
the events in
Birmingham in 1963 there would
probably haw been no pa,;sage of
the Ch·il Rights Act of 1964. The
1965 Selma movement
brought
about the enactment of the rnting
rights law which has helped to
regi!\ter over a million black voter\ '.'.ince its pas!>agc. In 1967,
marches and prote!>tS in Louisvill~. Kentucky, brought about the
pas ..;age of an open-housing
in
that city . On and on the list of
improvements
go, and probably
not a single one of them would
have been achieved without pressure.
"But ," someone say<., ''if people
are doing right onlv because of
pres,urc. of what ,aluc is that
motive to them." Mv answer is
to again remind vou that I learned
to like spinach because I was
made to cat it. Many people wilt
find that integration
and fairness an: not so bad after all, if
only they can be made to pTactice such . Many things my daughter docs now because I spank
her if she does not, she will later
do because she sees it is right
and even enjoyable .
Of course , just as pressure that
parents exert in disciplining their
offapring wilt !">ometimes cause
hurt feelings. temper tantrum!.,
and emotional
outbursts
from
these children, hurt feelings and
flare-ups will often occur when
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civil rights pressure is exerted.
But as parents are not to blame
for their children's temper tantrums which occur when proper
pressure has been applied out of
love and concern for both the
children'-. and the rest of the
family's welfare, neither are ci\/il
rights activists who e~ert pressure in proper ways and for proper motives at fault for bringing to
fore the pent-up prejudice , violence, and hate or racial bigots. To
blame those who pressure
the
white bigots for justice. for the
hateful reactions of those bigots,
is like blaming a doctor for a cancer found upon making explora tory surgery upon his patient . The
doctor did not cause the cancer.
He merely uncovered what was
already in existence . I believe
many peaceful civil rights groups
have been accused of rostering
hate and violence. when in reality
they have merely uncovered the
latent and explosive bigotry that
was already deep down in the
hearts of rabid white µ£Opie.
And though those who demonstrate. boycott, and use other
forms of "spankings" out of concern and love will be branded as
unChristian
ana violent
hatemongers, such pressure is certainlv not sinful; nnd indeed, to
sit b~ck and passively accept evil
without using every logical and
legitimate means to eradicate it
is to lend aid and comfort to
wrong; such passiveness
itself
becomes sin (James 4:17) .
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Thus I believe that at even opportunity,
Christians
of color
ought to use all proper presc;ure
and every moral means of force
to assure that white Christians
begin to practice the love and
Justice they have been preaching
for so long. To use a ohrasc others have used, I am in favor of
"black power," for it seem-; this
is what it will take to make a degenerate society do right . Do not
be shocked that I call for "black
power.'' for power, properly understood, is merely having the
strength and ability to accomplish
aims . It is the force and ent:rgy
necessary to bring about change,
whether that change be political,
social, or moral. From this standpoint, black power is not only
good, but imperative, if the bigotry and prejudice of this nation

and the church is to be eliminated. Again. I remind you, it is
a historical fact that a privileged
majority never willingly gives in
to an oppressed minority.
I am afraid that if black people do not, out of love and concern, employ the right kind of
"love" power to make the church
do right, then we will continue
upon our present course of prcju-

dice and bigotry. Black power is
not just black people's hope for
justice and equality. It is white
people's hope for personal morality and salvation.
I end with the plea that black
people use black power more humanely and morally than have
white people in whose hands
white power has resided for so
long.

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR
IMPROVING RACE RELATIONS
1. Call an interracial meeting of church leaders to discuss and
implement remedial actions as soon as possible against obvious
practices of racial discrimination .
2. Preachers should immediately begin to preach some biblical
sermons on the subject-not
sennons to justify our sinful positions
but sermon~ telling the truth of the matter.
3. Conduct interracial work projects such as personal work teams.
workshops, community service projects, etc., so Christians can come
to know each other as persons and not simply as "members" of a
racial group.
4. Prepare con~regations for integration. Since segregation was
planned we must plan to get rid of it. Too often elders and minister-s
will welcome Negroes to a white congregation if they come , but they
do nothing to prepare the church for this . A serious educational program on the truth of the gospel on race relations should be launched
immediately in every congregation.
5. Have more race relations workshops at other congregations ,
especially white churches . We realize that this is but a small start,
and we must all continually work at the problem.
6. Correct existing segregated church-related establishments, such
as the "Hobby Shop.'' camps. ~hurch-related businesses such as publishing houses and bookstores. lt is not a sin to hire a Negro clerk
in church-related bookstores.
7. Hold smaller interracial group fellowships on a regular basis
(monthly).
8. Plan teaching ads on the race problem on radio, TV, and
newspapers .
9. Encourage Christian school officials to have a lectureship with
race relations as a theme and invite a cross-section of Negro and
white speakers.
10. Provid<! a speaker's bureau, making a,·ailable a group of men
to conduct race relations workshops in churches .
11. Plan to worship at a church of another race. either as a visitor or pennanently.
12. Clearly indicate that the church is open for men of all races .
Many leaders will not agree to this, but it is quite emba1-rassing for a
Christian to go to a church where he is not wanted. Negro Christians
do not wish to force themselves upon anyone-so
a clearly marked
"White Only" sign would be sufficient. Another way would be for
congregations in an area to publish a Full-page ad in the newspaper
to affirm their position.
13. Ncgr~s should develop plans to be independent-building
their own buildings, buying their own songbooks, refusing to buy
church buildings vacated by the "white brethren."
14. Compile a suggested book list on the subject of race relations .
15. Show disapproval by withdrawing fellowship from those con:
gregations and / or individuals who refuse the Christian way in this
matter, in keeping with New Testament principles.
AOVERTISEMl:NT
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''What
doesa Negrofeel?Hefeelssuspicious
of thewhite
man,for he has not learnedto trusthis word.Hefeels
antagonistic
because
he·is notwonted."
This subje c t, "Negro Ft.-clings
and Attitudes on the Race Issue,"
is dirficult to speak on, especially
in this tense period of our history, and we want to say things
which make for better relationships between races . Yet we feel
that before better relationships
can come. we must talk about
those thing, which have led to
bad relations. r would like to define the terms "f~clings" and "atitudes" as I will talk about them .
Feelings rca11y hav(• three degree~ . Sometimes when we look
at them there is sentiment. This
is formed by a per son's way of
life: the experiences which he has.
He tends to look at things in a
certain way. Then there is emotion that arises when we have
events which take place to stir
us out of our usual ~entiment and
bring slrong e:'(prcssions of approval or di:,;approval. or joy or
sorrow. or whatever the events
tend to evoke . Then there is another emotion , passion: a very
deep feeling when we are stirred
out of our'iehe, so that we act a,;
though we were other people .
When we experience this kind of
feeling it must. more or less. run
its cour,e before our real self
can be rea ..serted.
In talking ahout "attitudes."
I
am talking about a person's position or bearing in showing his
purpo,;c or action in what he
think, should be done or fell in
a c.:rtJin situation . rr we look at
this aol.l try to relatt.• it tonight
to our sub jec t. first. we want to
talk about the range of Negro
feelings and attirudes . Pcr'>onally,
the feeling~ of 90 per cent of all
Negroes-and
,;omc of you might
not agree with me-are the same
all the time on the subject of racial injustice . We feel the same
way as Stokle:.y Carmichael anl.l
H. Rap Brown and some of the
other militant-. feel when we hear
about a murder. or some great
injustice done to a Negro . Our

reflects his pufl)Ose or action
about what ought to be done
about a thing. Attitudes range
from extreme to extreme.
There are those who say . when
things happen , that we can't do
anything but bear It end pray.
This is the conservative attitude .
There arc 1ho!>c who ay, let
us use all lawrut means to redreu
our grievances; let's go to the
law and to the vartous courts and
carry It all the way to the United
States Supreme Court, that thlngl
mlght be changed.
Then there are those who say,
let us demonstrate
to dramatbe
our pllght to test the law• which
oppress and mistreat m.
Finallv. there are those who sav,
let us
force to gain JustJ.;.
-riot:
use "black power" in the
negative sense; let 's separate.
These are four positions, and,
of course, there are other positions which range in betv.een
these.
The conservative posture has in
our American history brought
about no change in our relationships . This position has brought
white indifference
many times.
for when we bear it and pray no
one listens to what is said . The
second one!, which says let'• uu
all lawful meana, has brought
some change, but slowly. It has
met with "hite concern down the
line - concern enough that countersuits have been instigated in
order to try to get a.round the
changing of laws which might
yield justice and equal freedom.
Then there are those who ,;av,
to dramatize
let us demonstrate
our- plight . They want to change
things relatiwly quick, in the matter uf a few months or, at the
most, a couple of years or so.
Those who want to use fon:e say,
let us change things ovemlghL
Demonstration
has met
with
whHI! denunciation, and force has
met with white retaliation as e?t·
pressed in the backlash and in
the various things which we read

use

James Denni.a Sr .• minister of the
15th Avenue Church of Chrut tn
Nashvllle, spoke on ''Negro Feelings and Attitudes on the Race
Issue."
feelings are the same. We feel a
sense of outrage. We have the
same feelings whether we realize
it or not; thev are there - the
same feelings are there.
The difference is that we have
a different attitude. And attitudes
have to do with what we are going to do about it. about the event
which took place . And whether
you want to admit it or not , a11
of us have the same feelings when
we read about someone lynched
in Mississippi or Alabama. or
someone shot down in the streets
of Nash\ ·ille . We waot to know
why it happened! We :ill have the
same kind of feelings •. . all of
us, with very few exceptions . We
have the same feelings, but we
don't have! the same attitul.le
about what should be done, and
here is the thing which really
matters - attitude. Attitude is a
person's position or hearing that
AOVERTISEMENT
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about, such as plans that are be
ing laid in case riots come again.
There are some people who feel
that riots express just resentment
of continual suppression. But,
rioting is wrong-from the stand
point of a citizen, and from the
standpoint of a Christian. It's
wrong because in a society of law
and order it makes for chaos,
and society itself is established to
bring about order. Society is or
ganized as an alternative to chaos
and disorder. The conditions
which bring about riots. however,
are things that should be changed
if the right attitudes are to be
brought about. Society cannot
tolerate riots, but no society
which will tolerate the conditions
which will lead to riots can re
main the same society.
Let me repeat that: No society
can tolerate riots, but no society
which wlll tolerate the conditions
which will lead to riots can re
main the same society. For, if the
conditions which lead to and
bring about riots are not correct
ed, then we will bring the end of a
democratic society. as we know
it, in America. And we will have
lost leadership in a world increas
ingly dominated by people with
non-white skin. One thing has
made it impossible for America
to continue as it has in the past.
In the past we felt that the prob
lems which arose because of race
were something that we were try-
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ing to work with, and we didn't
know what to do with them. We
believed in the American dream,
and we felt that :n some way, at
some time, and somehow, the Ne
gro would soon get his full free
dom and rights. The Negro largely
acquiesced in this position. He ad
mitted he wasn't ready, and
whites agreed with him. But to
day both Negro and white know
that this is not true, and that
somethipg must be done. And if
something isn't done, then many
of the things which we think
about and cherish as a nation
might not any longer be ours to
enjoy. There's growing racism on
both sides. Why? White people
say that racism is rooted in tra
dition and in "our" way of life.
We Negroes say that we've been
mistreated so long that what we
do now is a reaction to the way
Lhat we've been treated. Mavbe
the solution to the problem lies
in Lhis: that all of us need to go
back in history for just a little
bit and reallv see what is the
basis [or slavery and the position
and condition out of which the
Negro came into the society of
America when he was freed after
lhe Civil War. Most of us have
thought that Negroes came to
America as chattel slaves when
they were first brought here; that
is not quite true. That is true later
on. as Bud Stumbaugh pointed
out last night, but when they first

A feature of the Race Relations Workshop was the questlon-and..an.swer
period involving persons in the audience.
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came to America, historians tell
us that they came with a some
what indefinite status. At first
they served terms of servitude,
much as did indentured servants.
Oscar Handlin, in his book, Race
and Nationality in American Life,
points out that when Negroes
first came to America they had
property rights and marriage and
family rights. They were bap
tized, they obtained freedom, and
they were allowed to intermarry.
But, after a while. because they
arrived in larger and larger num
bers, especially in parts of the
country where they could be used,
it became somewhat of an eco
nomic, as well as a social neces
sity to render to them special
treatment.
Because they were not like the
other people to America, since
they were not of white skin, they
did not have the same culture,
nor did they have the same reli
gion. Over a period of time their
status began to change. Until
1660, we are told that their status
was not very much different from
that of indentured servants. They
served a term of service as slaves
and then were freed. They had
relationships as Christians with
other people in the country, but
then about 1670 another transfor
mation took place. All who were
not Christians became servants
for life. Their children were sold
into slavery, and then chattel
slavery completely and totally
fastened itself on America with
a vicious grip.
Chattel slavery considers the in
dividual's person as property,
while an indentured servant's
labor was the only property
owned by the master. We still see
vestiges of it today, or what we
hope are the last vestiges of it.
But this is literally true. This is
what happened, and how it came
about. The doctrine and the dog
ma of which we talk - of white
supremacy or differences be
tween races-was largely fabri
cated in the last 200 years as an
excuse to justify slavery; this is
historical. You can go back a
couple of hundred years and you
don't find people talking about
Negro inferiority much before the
Revolutionary War period. In fact,
when the ideas of freedom first
began to be talked about in
America, they felt that everybody
was assimilable into American so-

ciety. But within a few years af.
ter the American
Revolutions
everybody but the Negro.
What is the reason for the Negro's change of attitude
in his
relationship
to the white man?
A few year., ago, we -.aid lhat we
were
not rl:!adv, and
whites
agreed with us.· There arc t"\/o
kinds of change~ which have taken place in America. One kind is
changes
in the Negro -.ociety.
There is change in parental teaching; many ut us can remember
when our parents taught us ho\\.
to act toward white people; they
told us to hide our feelings. If
you felt one way, you were to
conceal it. because sudt and such
will happen to you! And, this
might explain to Brother Stumbaugh, who properly asked last
night why we lit·. Well, one reason we've lied is bccau~c this
was the way to survh c and get
along in society. Another book,
An American Dilemma. by Gunnar Myrdal, said that Negroes
were made to ad just their behavio,· in response to organized,
white demand~. This wa<; reallv
the situati n. Ir you \'Oiced you·r
disapproval of whut went on. in
one wav or another, vou were retaliatect' against:
bo.th by your
own race and hy the othl'.'r race.
So Negroes confom1ed.
There is another change, too.
There wa-. a time when the society itself was so constructed
that the Negro learned the ways
of society. He learned how to act
in the presence of whites and in
the presence or Negroes. Society
taught him that, and there was a
kind of ctho.., among the people
that would allow young bovs a.nd
girls, as they gre,.,.· up as Negroes,
to know hov., to conduct themselvc · so that they could get
along in society. If the familv
didn't du it, sucietv did. That's
changed; society h.is become impersonal. What I do. I'm pretty
much left to mvsclr, because no
one is concerne·d about me. Unless l am vc:rv much difrerent
from everyone else. I'm not going
to be too much concerned about
other people. I'm not concerned
to see that he learns this behavior or that.
There's
still another· change
which ha!!>taken place which has
caused a change in Negro attitudes on race. That is racial isolation. There was a time when Ne-

groes ( except in large cities, and
there were not as many o( them
living in large cities as· there are
today) every day of their lives
met with white [>(!Opie who continued the kind of thing that
locked them in this position.
They learned
how to conduct
themselves so that they would exist in that ~ociety, so that they
got along. Thia is how these attitudes were perpetuated.
But, jn
the last 30 years. Negroes ha\'e
made nn exodw, from the 1·ural
South, to the center of large citie~
where they may never sec a white
pt'rson, cxcc-pt in a ~lore, or on
tdevisiun, or on the- ,tr·eet, or on
the ho!.. They ne,•e1· have to put
them1-ches into a pusition of subjugation 10 an individual b.:cause
they might meet him.
Finally, there is another change
that we don't think about much;
but, I'm old enough to still remember it. The ..-uunger Negroes
are largely di!>illw,ioned with religion. and this is what is a great
challenge to the church. For a
long timt.>, we Wl:!re taught that
our aspirations
would be solved
by God, in the same way that the
children
of Israel were freed
from Egypt. That used to be
preached. You who are sitting
here can remember that. We sang
th!! song, "Do Down. Moses, Way
Down in Egypt Land," because it
applied to our situation in life.
We belie\ed that, and thi, \ as
why our attitudes were what th~y
were. But no longer are these
things taught, and voung people
arl? dbillw,ioned
with re!igion,
and this is wh,, the church,
among Negroes. ·becomes more
militant every day. lt becomes
militant in many plal:CS. in order
to hold its m~mbers. It does this
to hold its young people.
There arc changes which have
taken place in white
society
which
have ac1.:ounted for a
change
among
Negroes.
Laws
ha\'e changed.
You knov,:, as
Brothl!r
Stumbaugh
said last
night. although you can't lcgis.
late
morality,
the
laws can
change
people's
beha.\'ior. and
that'... true. Law!-. have changed
and the change has allowed Negroes to do things which they
would not have done before.
though they may have felt like
doing them before. Whites are
more sympafhl'tic. We must give
them credit for this. In our perADVERTISEMENT

iod of hh.tory. they ha,,e begun
to see that the Negro should have
a fairer ~hare in America and that
he should receive those things
which are hi,. These whites arc
sympathetic and under1-tanding.
Another .;hange is that Negroes
have participated
in wars with
whites on the from lines, especially in Korea and in Vktnam
todav. In many ways they have
mingled together in social relationships other than that o( senant and hoss, and this has i:rcated a new image-. World trends
are against one rncc being above
another ,in terms of inferiority
and superiority.
·
The one thing which has pro·
voked riots more than anything
else is the affluent ~ocicty wc
live in. Everybody has plenty in
a material way. If they don't have
it now, they can get it in a liHle
while. This permeates our youth.
They feel tbat what we want we
can get it right now. And then,
of cour~e. science tells us that
there really is no difference be.
tween races. Sociologists tell us
that there is nu difference. I was
reading, not so long ago. and I
want to share a quote with you
which says that, "the genetic differences between twu individuals
of the same race. visibl\", arc often
greater than the difference be·
tween one of them and an indi·
vidual or another race. visiblv."
Scientists haw found this out. ·1n
other words. there mav be mure
difference between lwo ·white peo~
ple. gcneticallv
speaking.
than
there are between one or those
white people .md another Negro.
Sci en list~ ,av that I his is true,
and that the genetic f .u.:turs which
make up the race clifferenCl''- between Negro and white com.titute less than one per cent of our
genetic inheritance!. This is a fact.
0

riotingis wrongfromthe standpointof
a citizen,and fromthe
standpointof o Christion.It's wrongbecause
in o societyof lowond
orderit mo'kes
forchaos,
ond societyitselfis establishedto bringabout
order."
•••
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as e:itemplHied by what is happen·
ing in Florida today. Refugees
from Cuba can come and take
away johs from Negroes. They
can get them and move up the
)adder. Negroes have been there
for years and have done a good
job, bul with no ch:1nge of status.
Then .<.omcone comes. like a Cuban or white American , and takes
the jobs away from them. You
can undt.:n,tan<l what the Negro
has rclt. Or l:Onsider the young
man who was in the Green Berets
in Vietnam. and camt: back to
his homeland in a casket , and
his rclalives could not find him
a decent graveyard
in a little
town in Alabama.

"Nosocietycontolerat
,e riots,butno societywhich
willtoleratetheconditions
whichwillleadto riots
conremainthesamesociety.'f
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Anthropologists
say that this is
so. Scientists say that they have
not found any evidence to show
that one race is inferior to another. And historians tell us that
every "race" has had in its history a high level ch ilization at
some timt' in the past. It may
have been a long time ago, but
everv race has had this. So. that
there is really no race that can,
on the basis of what it has accomplished in a given period of
history, say that it is superior to
another.
Now, what ha!. the Negro felt?
I want to talk to the church. I
have tried to deal as much with
the world's sidt.• of it a~ I could.
Now I want to try to apply it
to the church, because what I
say tonight. I want to be something that we can use in the
church.
Yuu rcmemhcr when Cain killed
Abel and God asked him, "Where
is Abel, thy brother?" and he said,
"I know not." This was an indictment of Cain, an indictment he
made himself. against himself. because he should have known
where his br-0thcr was. All of us
Negroes need to know what white
people feel about us. They need
to know what we feel about them.
We need to know it in the church.
We need to know where each is.
We need to know it in the church,
becau e here is where it is so important.

If any of you have ev~r read
Richard Wright's
"Bfack Boy,"
you will remember his story of
an uncle who was a very prosperous Negro in the South. He was
run out of the place wh~n..· he
lived and everything be had was
taken away, because he was a
Negro trying to move up the ladder. Negroes know of this kind
of treatment. I know a man who
set a store up in a town in the
South and \vas selling to Negro
and white alike and was getting
prosperous and making a lot of
money. But he was intimidate<l.
Thev came to his house and
thr~atened
him and his family
and burned a cross in his front
yard. If you had known this man,
you would know how he felt. Or
consider
the Negro who has
worked on a job for years. and
rc!peatedly, the man who finally
becomes the "boss'' was trained
bv him. He was there before the
boss was, and he worked on that
same job fo.r years; the same job
at the same pay for years but he
never advanced. Or, in the past,.
consider the Negroes who lived
in their neighborhoods
and who
saw white door-to-door salesmen
or white insurance men come up
to their homes. yd these N~groes
\Vcren't even permitted
to walk
into white neighborhoods
e.\ccpt
on business. You can understand
what Negroes have felt. Or. consider the job situation of Negroes,
ADVERTISEMENT

Or consider the group of Negroes who wanted to break into
a large cxdusivcly white plum~
bers union in an c!astcrn city.
The~· \\ere giwn an i::xam to take
in order that they might become
plumbers apprentices. They boned
up ror the i:xam and a larger percentage of them pa~sed than
whites. In fact, more Negroes
than whites, though the whites
outnumbered
the Negroes. And
because they mastered the ex.ams
so well. it \Vas said. "Let's throw
it out, change it, and set up a
new basis for choosing apprentices.'' How did they feel \\.'hen
this happenc<l? A~ always, the
white man had .in advantage over
them.
Or consider the young man who
goes to get a job in town. as one
who just rccentlv told me he did.
Then: was a ycmng. white boy
there and both took an e,cam and
he averaged higher than the white
hov; he learned that the white
boy hadn't finished high school
and he had. He heard the man
tell the white boy, ''Now. you
should have done better on the
exam , and vou should have finished school." He said the man
came in and told him that he did
not have a job opening. after he
had alreadv told him that he did.
Then he went back to the white
boy an<l told him that he had the
job. You can understand how NI!·
groes feel.
Or whenever .,,ou read in the
newspapers of a· Negro who was
shot, you want to know what did
he do, and why was he shot. This
ic, what we feet. Now, it mav not
be what you want to hear·, but
this is what we feel. We feel this

one of our "Christian
schools,"
because
of how we are
and a Negro could not until just
treated much of the time. Now
a few years ago . Or what do we
we have some faults too, and we'IJ
think about a young Christian
talk about this later on. Westboy reportedly unable to go to a
brook Pegler, a white newspaper
church in a city; he's attending
columnist a number of years ago ,
a school and the church is near
who c.:ould not be declared a libthe school. but he's unable to go?
eral by any means. said , ·•If I were
a Negro, I'd live in fury."
What does the Negro feel. what
In the church, what has the
does he think about it? To say
Negro felt? What does a Negro
the least, ,, •e sometimes feel that
feel when we can send missionthe Church of Christ is the last
aries to Africa and spend thoubastion
of segregation.
sands of dotlars to carry the
truth
to Africans when manv
Everybody else seem~ to change
times. right in the United States,
but we do not. What does a Newere it not for the prejudiced
gro feel? He feels suspicious of
practices of brethren, more Nethe white man, for he has not
groes would be members of the
teamed to trust his word. He
church in the United States . It
feels antagonistic
because he is
has been estimated that approxinot wanted. There's a joke that
mately one person in forty in the
went around when the riots and
Church of Christ in the United
all the dL turbance
began and
States is a Negro. Negroes conomeone
said, "This country's
stitute about 12 per cent or l3
problem is just what to do wHh
per cent of the population in the
about twenty-two miJlion Negroes
United States today , but we're
-where to send them. or what to
only one -fortieth of the church
do with them." Th.is was just
membership.
To a great degree
about the crux of the problem .
this is a fact because egregation
What can the church do? Well,
has made it so.
the church can begin to teach
Or what does a Negro feel when
Christian love. There were two
there is a white school and a Nequestions that were asked hack
gro school, and maybe the bovs
in Genesis. You know. I believe
want to play together in a prac·
that most of the problems in hutice game in basketball with the
man relations have been with us
white boys in the other school.
all the time . We have failed to
They are told, "You stay on your
really c.:ome to grips with what
side of town. and we'll stay on
they mean. The first question was
ours." What do you feel about
asked by God of Adam, when
this when you are brethren?
A.dam and E\'e had eaten of the
Or what do you feel when we
tree of knowledge of good and
will spend large sums of money
evil. God asked them. "Where art
to have a Negro congregation in
thou?", and God asks all of us
a small town where there may be
that tonight, where are we in reonly five or sh members of the
lationship to our brother? Jf we.
church of his race and th~re's a
as Negro Ch-ristians, have hated
nice V1.·hite congregation
there
white people because of some of
where they could go and worship
the things done to us; if we, as
and would cost less money . But
white Christians, have not tried
they keep right on paying this
to learn how the Negro felt, then
preacher because they want them
we ha\'e wronged one another. It
to stay over in their own build·
i,; my responsibility
to let them
ing? What does the Negro feel
know how we feel. No matter
when this happens?
what we might suffer, as ChrisOr what does a Negro feel, as
tians, we need to learn to let peo·
last night. when we can speak out
pie know what we feel. We need
on controversial
issues, like the
to learn to look at uurc;clves and
presidential
election of 1960, or
want to do more for ourselves .
the liquor referendum
of 1967
We need to see our own selves as
( Nashville). and yet we cannot
other people see us. We need to
say anything about race .
want to do more for ourselves.
Sometimes people who could help
Or what does a Negro feel when
themselves
have laid down behe sees a citizen from a foreign
cause someone else would come
country-sometimes
he may not
along and pick them op. It's time
be a member of the church-enter
for Negroes in the church to bethe United States and enroll in

way
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• • W!!ve taughtlove,
1

but haven
't t a u g h t
Christian
love;because
Christian
· love is this
second
kindof lovethat
doesn'tsee thecolorof
a man'sskin."
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gin to want to do more for themselves. When we get ready to
build a building, when we get
ready to hold a meeting. we can
in\'ite others to participate
with
us, but we must not depend on
them lo do it for us. Thi has
been part of the problem. This has
been one of the reasons why we
have felt resentment.
Then there was a second question asked by God of Cain. He
said, "Where is Abel. thv brother?" Cain said, "I know -not." Of
course, we know that was a lie
because he had killed him and
buried him himself. A few times
recently. l haYe been called to
talk to several white congregations on the subject. "What Does
the Negro Want?" Many times
this question could be answered
bv white Christians if thev would
answer the same question-. "What
Does the White Man Want?" If
I answer the question of what I
want, I can answer the question
or what another man wants. Evcrv man wants what every other
man wants. These two question
are problems we need to solve
tonight. The first one, "Where art
thou?" concerns your standing
where vou are, until vou face up

to vourself.

vou won't stand well
question
has to do with vour brother. It is.
"Where is Abei" thv brother?" You
clT(' responsible
for him, and that
if vou really don't know where he
is. ,·ou'd better go and find him.
Because God asked that question,
"Where is Abel. thy brother?"
You're responsible
for him if
he',; lost. You are responsible for
him. You are responsible for him
if he's dissatisfied with ill treat·
mcnt. You arc responsible
for
him if he's dise:runtled. You are
re5ponsible
for- him. There arc
two words used in the original
language in which the Bible was
written: they are the words pfzilen
and a!{apao. hoth of them mean

with God. The second

IO\'C.

One means brotherlv love. Too
manv times we have this first
lc\'el of love. in which we love an
individual because of some obligation we owe him. We love him
eitht?r because· he is in our familv,
he'.;; our friend. our relative. or
mavbc because his skin is the
same color as ours. Once we've
done that we are satisfied.
The other love, agapao, is a uni·
,·ersal love that loves man be-

"What
doesa Negrofeelwhenheseeso citizen
from
a foreigncountry
- sometimes
he maynot be fl
member
of thechurch
- cometo theUnited
States
andgo to ourChristian
schoolsanda Negrocould
notuntiliusta fewyearsago?"
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cau~e he is man; because he has
a soul; and because he is a child
ol God; because God loves everybodv. This is th~ kind of lo\'e that
Goll wants us to have and to exercise one to,,•ard another.
l said that , ..·e nec:d to begin to
teach Christian love. I say Christian love. because we've- taught
ion! but nor Christian love. Christian love is this second kind of
love that doesn't ..ee the color of
a man's ~kin. It doesn't S!;'e those
e,:ternal thing!'> that make men
scc:m co be different.
It doe-.n't
think abool tho!ic things that
causl.' me co feel somehow vou
~huul<l be here and l slwuld be
there. It's a love thal accepts him
bc:causc h~'i; ::t man. because he
is a child of God. J have a few
scriptures which I want to interject here: I Pel er 2: 17 savs that
we ought tu honor all me.n: that
is. everv man who is a man !>hould
be trea.ted as a man bv evervone
else. Hebrews 10:24 savs that we
ought to consider one another, to
provoke
unto lo\'e and good
works.

Romans

12:1-3 teaches

that we
to the
world, but we ought ro be transformed so that we can show the
world what it ought to be like.

are not to be conformed

Whv do we fail Lo speak out
on the problem of race relations?
You'll have to search your own
ht:art for the answer. Mavbe, in
searching
for the answer. we
should read the 23rd charter of
Matthew. where Jesus talks to the
Pharisees. They were saving that
if thcv had been in the days of the
fath1..·rs. thev would not have been
partakers with them in the blood
of the prophets.
thus clearing
themselves of the sins and the
evils that their fathers had participated in. Je<.us turned around
and louked at them and said, "Ye
be witnesses unto yourselves that
ve are the children of them that
killed the prophets.
Fill vc up
then the measure of your fathers."
In effect. he was saying that
"unless vou correct the evils or
your age·. unless you listen to me.
who am m~sclf a prophet in this
era, then vou are like vour fath~
ers." We n"eed to think about this.
for this is the real heart of the
matter. This is the real problem.
Alt need to know what is the real
basi<; of our behavior anct our
action.

.\ODRES~ HY DO~ FINTO

''What
canbe doneto balance
thescales?
(1) Knowing
eachother;

(2) Praying
forwisdom;
(3) Courage
anddetermination;
and
(4) In all things,
love."
Each time I am a part of such
an integrated worship or fellow·
ship, [ find it unusually uplifting.
Our oneness in Christ is more tan·
gible . With aew impact we realize
that in Christ there is neither
Greek nor Jew, barbarian, Scythian, slave. free man. but all one in
3:11). At a
Christ (Colossians
time when races arc becoming
more violent with one another,
you and I need to grow more completely united in Christ.
Yet l have mixed emotions as I
stand before you. I am here to
make a plea for "Christian Bal.
ance in Race Relations.'' This suggests that we are still off-balance
and, I might add, much more so
than I had realized before this
week.
I am grateful for being on this
program . Otherwise J probably
would not have made the effort
m self to be here each night and
hear these messages and to come
to know you better. You see, I
have long been a quiet iuteg,.-a·
rionist. I can't remember having
ever been as prejudiced as some.
either black or white. but I have
often been ignorant of the way
people feel and the urgencv of
taking concrete steps to alter the
situation.

As a child in West Tt!~as, I
played with Negro children and
would have been glad for them to
have attended the same school or
church that I attended. but it did
that
not disturb me particularly
they i.:ould not. During several
years in Germany, I was thrilled

every time I was with a completely integrated group of Chris·
tians and re joiccd that attitudes
seemed good . t returned to an integratud college to get a master's
degree ( we had one Negro) and
preached for a church that quietly
integrated
( lest demonstrators
come and disturb our wor~hip! ).
But J have not known vou. I
really began to get acqu"ainted
with vou about two years ago
when f he.ard Franklin Florence
delivering a sc.ithing rebuke to a
few sch:cted
brethren
behind
clo<.;cd doors at an unpublished
retreat.
J folt the
brotherhood
pent·up emotions and heard the
unpublish<!d stories of ctiscrimina·
tion on grounds or race . I began
to know some of the memories
that filled vour homes. memories
and
which yo~r grandparents
great-grandparents
have h,mded
down to ou of mistreatment
of
slave!> and later of the freed black
people. I had not realized that
~·our ancestor-. were not even
until
granted
marriage
rights
1863, nor that thev would not
have been allowed education unless they were bought bv rnagnan·
imous owners. I have loved vou
from atar. but have not known
how you think. I grew up think·
ing the whips ..vere the exceptions.
that most slaves toved heing
slaves because thcv didn't know
how to take care ~f themselves.
not allowing myself to think of
the time when 60 million of them
were herded into cargo ships and
from famiforcefully separated
lies. I honestly felt that most Ne·
ADVERTISEMENT
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a
groes were not ready for re!>pon•
sibility.
Not until night before last did
it occur to me that "with th~ liberation
of 1863, four million
blacks in the South owned their
skins and nothing more ." Not un.
til night before !Last had J seen
any parallel between the shock-

Don Flnto, minister or tht'? Una
Church of Chrfsl in Nash"111c nnd
faculty member at David Lipscomb College_, spoke on "Chrlstlan
Balance in Race Relations."

ing genocide of the Nazi era in
Germany and the cruelty and slavery of the Negro race in America.
Nor had I seen any similarity
between Hitler's master race theory and the white man's sincere
but erroneous idea of the superi·
ority of the whjte race. Not until

Ii

last night was I ever aware that
Matthew 23: 30, where the Pharisees
self. righteously
divorced
themsel\'es from the sins of their
fathers, reflected mv own attitude
of withdrawal
from the sins of
the past. Not until last night had
I ever seen anv likent!SS between
Egypt's ~nslavcment of Israel and
America's enslavement of the Ne·
gro. and that as God made Egypt
mak~ restitutions
to the hrael ites. so America is now making
and must make restitution to the
Negro a~ a part of repentance.
This restitution
must be in the
form of genuine love and concern,
of patience, of helping the Negro
to a place of respect and leadership and of helping him to a place
of financial and social security.
Onlv recentlv was I able to see
the parallel between the destruction of property in the Boston

God never decreed Christian
Segregation
True, the Jew was to be separated from the Gentile in the Old
Testament. but even then. he ,,·as
to integrate with the proselyte.
And in Christ, aH segregation be·
cause of race was to end. Christ
tried to prepare his disciples for
thi'> in his constant reference to
the hated Samaritans, but the dis·
ciple~ never really comprehended.
He g,nre the Great Commbsion to
include all. They heard but didn't
under~tand.
ll took a miracle on the housetop in Joppa to convinc:e Peter
that Christ meant the Negro, the
Roman, and mongrel American,
as wdl as the Jew. Tl tuok another
miracle in the house of Cornelius
to convince Peter's Je\dsh companions that Christ wanted inte·
grated congregations . It took a

''Every
manismodein theimageof God.There
are
nottwo'kinds'of men."
Tea Pan~ and the destruction of
property in riots held in variom,
cities, both outbursts of a people
who had enjoyed leo;s than equal·
ity, both in opposition to the law!)
of God and man. and both illegal.
imChristian, violent and wrong
for a Christian.

r wish r could tell vuu that
these inequalities were a thing of
the past, but obviouslv the, are
not. There are now obviow,lv
prejudices in both races. 1 do believe if every person in Christ's
church coul<l attend such a work.
shop as this, listen, pray. become
trul:-,• acquainted \ldth Chri:-.tiam
of a difkrent race as vou and [
the
have done, then tom~rrow
Lord's church would be rid of :.ill
ineq uali I ies.
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Thank the Lord we can, I suppose, eat together in every Nashville rc~taurant ( [ wouldn't know,
since thev don't turn me away).
We can s·leep in the same motels
in most citil!s. We can usually attend the same schools and now
hold down many of the !>am~jobs.
In some churches all races are at
least tolerated, though in many
they are not yet realty welcomed.
In no small number segregation
remains vigorously enforced. This
is wrong. and we must stri\'e tor
changed hearts, hearts that no
longer. consider race.

special conference in Jerusalem
on interracial fellowship to break
down tunhcr barriers. Much of
the New Testament
is given to
racial questions . Even after these
miracles and conferences,
Peter
act~d the part of a hypocrite in
holding racist attitudes and had
to be reprimanded by Paul (Galalians 2: 11-13).
f jf teen years after the Emancipation Proclamation, David Lips·
cumb, editor of the Gospel Advocate wrote, ··v..·e believe that it is
sinful tu have two congregations
in the same community for persons of different race~ •. .'' In
further comment about a McKinlev, Texas. ch.urch that had refused fellowship
to a. Negro,
Brolher Lip~ com h !>a.id, ''We
mean c;implv this, a church which
cannol bring an individual to see
his rebel Iion against God in such
a l'.ourse. ought to withdraw from
that individual as one who, with
a heart tull of pride, bitterness
and treason, fights against God.''
( Feb. 21, 1878,. Gospel Advocate,

"Race Prejudice")
· "But,,. says the segregationist,
"even the bluebird ,\nd the red·
bfrd don't fly together." That's
true ., because God made them
"each according to its kind," but
man does not have a kind. Everv
man is made in the image

of
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God. There are not two "kinds"
of men.
The Bible teaches us plainly
that race prejudice is sin and rec·
ogriizes no cause for segregated
churches. Our laws also recognize
no causes for segregation. There·
fore integration is lawful, biblical.
and right. And this means integration without reservation . There is
no biblical reason to say that a
Japanese and an American can
marry, but that a Negro and a
white cannot. If there is, then we
my
would have to disfellowship
Negro brother who went to Germanv and married a German wife.
1 ca.n't do it. Tum to Numbers
12: I and you will find a God-approved interracial marriage. Here
is a man who is lifted high among
God's great of all times. Moses,
who was married to a Negro. Mir·
iam and Aaron murmured against
Moses because of the marriage;
them, not him;
God reprimanded
and Miriam became leprous until
she repented.
But intermarriage
is not the
main issue . The Negro is not inh:rested in rushing out to marry
whites. Nor has it been the N~ro
men who in the vast majority
through the centuries have violated white women: it has been
th~ other way around. Even today, many of our Negro friends
could point to streets in major
cities where cars uf white men are
parked on Negro streets at aight.
The intermarriage issue is used as
a hedge to escape real equality
and complete integration!
But the problems are here.
Wliac can be done to bala1ice the
scales? Let me suggest four ways
which may help: ( 1 ) Knowing
each other; (2) Praying for wisdom; ( 3) Courage and determination; and ( 4) In all things, love.
1. Knowing each other. We can·
not help each other until we
know each other.
We cannot
know each 0th.er unless we make
opportunities
to be together . In
his book, The Racial Problem irr
C11ristian Perspective. Ky1e Haselden savs. "It has been demonstrated· that where the members
of various racial, cultural aod economk segments of society meet
in the arts, sports, in a common
patriotism, in municipal projects,
and program. in the armed services, then the leveling and binding
quality of secondary and tempor-

ary interests, duties, and loyalties
provides the time, the mood and
the climate for lhe recognition
and the practice of that broader
and more bask bond which all
people have as members of one
human family:•

Obviously, up until now. the re,
sponsibilitv
for being together
has been pdmarily on the white
Christian , since the Negro could
not always go where the whjte
could go. But this is changed.
The Negro. too, must invite the
white into his home, to worship
and have fellowship with him,
and to launch evangelistic and
benevolent efforts with him.
When we are together, we will
overcome tlte idea that either race
is superior or inferior. The Negro
will not feel inferior because he
is Negro. nor will the white feel
superior because he is white. Neither wi1l see God as either blueeyed or blonde-headed, but as the
Father of all. As Paul told the
Athenian · . "God hath made from
one blood all nations of men to
dwell on all the face of the earth"
(Acts 17: 26 ). Scientists oow realize that 'Paul was right. The Athenian's blood does not differ from
the Negro's or the Englishman's.
God did not make any race in·
ferior.
When we are together, we will
stop making ignorant stereotyped
generalizations and accept each
other as Chri ·tian individuals.
Maybe you Negroes never hear
anyone say, "Oh, the whites are
like that!" but unfortunatelv.
I
bear occasionally, "Nt>groes - are
like that." But I am not like all
whites and I resent being put in
a basket with the whole race!
To know each other both races
must plan more opportunities
to
be together and really encourage
the brethr e n of the other race to
participate. Perhaps until congregations are more integrated we
sbould have monthly f~llowships
to encourage
more interracial
visitation. When we know each
other as equal in Christ, then my
relationship
to you will not be
paternalistic.
but mutual. I will
not tolerate you, but welcome
you.
2. Praying for wisdom. James l
tells us that wisdom is from God,
and that we must ask for wisdom.
If ever wisdom were needed in
our country. it is today in the

race issue. Brother Dennis suggested last night that there are
four possible reactions of the Negro today:
( 1) Acquiesce and
pray; (2) Take all legal means
(3) Demonstrate
for
available;
rights; and ( 4) Violence. Obviously, we all realize tha.t violence
is wrong for the Christian. We
also realize that acquiescence is
not alwavs sufficient. but that
'Praver is· always necessarv. We
agree that legal methods are right,
but we sometimes disagree on
I personallv am
demonstrations.
extremely fearfol of demonstrations, even though I must concede
that many rights have been realized I hrough such methods. I am
fearful of demonstrations
because
demonstrations
are so close to
violence. Many peaceful demonstrations have turned to violence
and \'iolence is sin. Let us he sure
we do not do anvthing out of
sheer selfish ambition. but ask for
wisdom in all actions .

3. Crmrat{e and determination.
If integration is right. if prejudice
is wrong, then ,ve must have the
courage
and determination
to
share in seeing that change is
wrought. For the white. this cour ,
age will often be in the form of
standing up for the right~ of the
NeJ;?rO. Samuel Proctor
in his
book. The Yorm~ Ne,ro in America. 1960-80, asks, "Will whites flv
in a commerical plane piloted by
a Negro. decorated Air Force veteran pilot of twenty years service
in all types of aircraft? Wi]] clients buy big policies from a Negro agent of a front line insurance
company?
Will the contractor
deal with a Negro architect on a
$10 million project? Will the orchestrn quit if we hire a Negro
conductor?" Such questions have
to be answered, and we must
often be willing to take the consequences for standing for the
right.
The Negro, on the other hand,
must be sure that he continues to
qualify himself for responsible
positions. encouraging
his children to lead in every good work,
both spiritual and cultural. Again
Samuel Proctor says, "The Young
Negro will have to commit him·
self to competitive participatiun
in every American process and
abandon the ad\'antagcs that acADVERTISEMENT

crue to him as he e~celled ovet
his weaker Negro competitors
within a segregated framework.
He must enroll bis children in excellent schools shoulde1 to shoulder with their white neighbors
and require them to exercise the
diligencl! to keep the pace." He
suggests that Ncg1·oes aim for the
top so that "hundreds of middleclass whites may have personal
experience on the whole question
of working under a Negro supervisor and alongside Negro colleagues." Then, with pride be can
look back to hb grandchildren
and tell of the inequality ol" the
past, but the equality and free.
dom of the present.
In the spiritual realm this determination can be strengthened
in the words of 'Paul, "I can do all
things through him who strengthens me," ( Philippians 4: 13 ). Ne~
gro leaders mus.t prepare themthat
selves to lead congregations
disregard race. Why not Negro
elders and preachers in predominantly white churches? Let us
ha\le the courage to stand for
right. but the determination,
as
both white and Negro. first to be
Christian.
4. In all things. love. We cease
to be Christians in action when
we cease to love. Your white
brethren have made many mistakes, but you must love them.
Many are still prejudiced,
but
love them anyway. And when you
make mistakes , I must continue
to love you. When you become
bitter and angry. I must love you.
When you demonstrate
or even
when you riot, I must love you.
I can love you if I know vou. "Put
on, as God's chosen ones, holy
and beloved. compassion,
kindoe-ss, lowliness. meekness. and patience, forbearing
one another,
and if one has a complaint against
another. forgiving each other; as
the Lc.1rdhas forgiven you. so you
also must forgive. And above all
these put on love. whkh binds
eve,rvthing
together
in perfect
harmony" {Colossians 3: 12-14). In
Alan Paton·~ book Cry rhe Beloved Country, he has the elderly
Negro preac:her say. ''My greate.st
fear is that by the time the whites
have turned to loving, my people
will have turned to hating." This
is fast happening. Let us, as Christians, swim against the current.
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Fred Leon HID
Tennessee ,\&I State
ST.\TEMENT

BY

FRED 1111.L

When I first came to Tennessee
A&I. I found it hard to tell my
fello,., studcnls that I was from
Alabama h~c:ause this always led
to two que stions : ( 1) Do white
people n.:allv t real you a~ bad as
the ncw~pap..-r-. say they do? ( 2)
Did Walla..:c gin· vou permission
to leave Alabama? This ~,,ening I
would like to acquaint you with
some of my experiences that I've
had in dealing with white Christians .
Thett' v,:crc a lot of things that
happ~nt:i . m my home town that
perplc"Xcd mi:. The white brothers
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at my home wuuld gi,•e gener·
ously to support a gospel meet .
ing, but when they attended the
meetings thc:v would sit on one
side of the building and we would
sit on the other side. After the
sermon the- white brother" would
shaki: th1.. Sfcgro minister's hand,
but ,,. hen it : ~1m:: to my han<l or
my mulhcr·~ hand or my father's
hand, or one of my f ciends' hand
t_hey refused to shake it-only
the
minister's hand. I wondered if he

PhJlllp Roseberry
David Upscomb Cottege
would shake all our hands. During the time that the mt!eting was
in process, Vacation Bible School
was also in session . The white
brothers had their Vacation Bible
School during the morning. and
in the afternoon they would come
oveT and assist us in our Bible
school. To me this was a waste
of money. because I couldn't see
why it was necessary to have separate schools. The meeting was
together,
so wh,· shouldn't
we
ha~ve Vacation Bible S-.:hool together. Sec ming I y, the white
brothers were saving we will pay
anything to defeat thc cause of
Christ. You know Christ. after he
fed the 5.000, told his apostles to
gather up that which was. left. It
secnwd
as though
the white
brothers in this case were wasting their money. And tu me this is
against the law of God.
Should our offerings be used to
inhibit the cause of Christ, or
should our offerings be used to
see that the cause of Christ is car·
ried out? If the Negro brethren
had not been so lazy or so tight
with their pocketbooks they could
ADVERTISEMENT

Joseph Tucker
Unlvenlty of Tennessee
have spoken out against such a
thing, hut whv bite the hand
that's going to feed you? [f they
are going to give it to vou, and
you don't want to give, why not
take advantage of it? But this
wasn't right. We should have been
willing to give the money that we
had instead of holding on tight.
You know. when ~·ou are doing
what you can with what \'OU have.
you can speak out against what is
going on wrong. But if you are
going to stand back and wait for
somebody to give you everything,
then you are going to have to
take it .
Recentlv I had a conversation
v,:ith a \"Vhite brother concerning
the progn.~..,~ that was being made
in integrating
the church.
The
white brother told me that very
little progrc ...-. had heen made. I
agreed with that. He also told me
that whitL' and black Christians
should learn to love ca<.:hother as
brother~ and worship together. I
agreed
with
that. Th~ white
brother then told me that integration or the coming together of
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black and white in the church
should be I?radual. This is the
point that f disagreed with him
on, because
to me graduatl"'
means something that takes place
slowly.
Something
that
takes
place over a long period of time.
If a problem is wrong when it
really shouldn't be wrong. \\.·hen it
really shouldn't
b'-° a problem,
why not work at it strongly? We
should not be satisfied with a
slow process of solving such a
problem. I wonder what would
happen if Christ came while we
w~rc slowly changing. If we knew
when Christ was coming, a slow
change might be all right, but we
don't know when hc-'s coming.
l would like to tell you about
an experience ( had in trying to
get a job. I went to the personnel
manager. talked with him, filled
out an application. took the test.
He told me it would be a few days
before he could notify me to let
me know what my results were.
And so it was about a week. I
received a letter telling me that I
passed the t~st. telling 01t! that
my application looked good, telling me that he wanted me 10
come in to talk with him because
of th1!-, fact. I went to hi, office,
talked to him, had an interview
and thl!n after the interview, he
tells me, "Now it will be a few
more davs before I 1:an kt ,·ou
know whether or not we ,,•ould
like to employ you."
When I received mv Jetter concerning my employment he told
me th:.,r after revie,~ ing my test
n:sull~. which he said I had
pn!>scd. "after re, icwing your application," \\ hich he said was satisfactu1 . "we decided we can't
cmplo, vou." It seem-. as though
somct hing is wrong.
I also went with two rriends to
anotht:r plac..: to get a job. As [
walked in the lady gave us an
applil:ation. All three of us were
drt'ssed in suits. Su in walks a
white fellow, dressed
like we
were. but the lady greets him bv
saying, "Do you want an o(fa:c
job?" And she said nothing like it
to me. I stepped up and asked
the lady, ''ls there any difference
between the appUcation!, that v.;c

Joe Tomlinson
David Lipscomb College
have?" I said, "You gave him a
white and you ga,e me a green
application." She said. "No. there
is no difrer~ncc.''
I ~aid. "Why
did vou ask him if he wanted an
office job. and you didn't make
thb knoY. n to me?'' Shi.! said,
"Well, all vou have to do js put
office on the top of vour-s. and
this will let them know that vou
want an office job." I can't understand this. Thev told me that all
vou have to do is get a college
~ducation, and you will be able 10
get a decent job.
I don't expect anybody to give
me :invthing. If I take a test for
a job and l ,fon 't pass it, all is
well and good. Yon don't owe me
a thing. but if I take a test and I
pass it, I expect vou to give me
what's due. Not that vou arc
really giving me anything: because
1 have earned it.
STATEMENT

BY

JIM MAYO
They tell us we're young. They
tell us that we shou Id '>it back
and re•.iew the problem before
we take anv action. Let's think
about it a littl~ more. they say.
Fri:!d ju~l talked ahout how they
tell us: "Let's go easy; let's take
it gradual. people arc just not
ready for change."
I am :voung and becau'>e I'm
ADVERTISEMENT
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young I see things I don't Jike and
"Why
ask a simple que~tion:
don't we change them?" And people tell me, "You just don't
change." So then I see things start
changing and ask why :ire they
changing and other people tell me
it's not because of the demonstra·
tion, it's not because of the riots,
but it's because the work is being
done slowlv and gradually. And
then l ask mvself if this makes
sense. I don't think it docs.
[ would expect to see the people who reprc-.ent Chri~t on this
earth to be in the forefront of being human toward one another.
1 wouldn't expect to see the Federal Government make Christian
be human. Thi, is my gripe with
the church. and some people get
mad when I say I've got a gripe
with the church, but I lo\'e the
church and when I see i;omething
,, rong with it I want to see it
changed. Now I have a gripe with
the church. which is that the
church is too much in love with
this world. We are told we can't
integrate our churchc~. because
it's not right in society. And 1 say:
"Does society run Christianity or
does Christianity
run society? l
don't know all the answers to the
problems of the race, but 1 do
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know that I am no longer able to
say let's go gradually, because for
over a hundred years now people
have been saying let's go gradually. And then when people finally take action they tell us vi<>
Jenee is wrong. I can only say that
violence gets results.
I want to conclude by simply
saying that God's will be done.
God does not ordain a segregated
world. And the question
that
Christians have got to answer is
just whose side are they going to
be on and how long is it going to
take us to decide- to get on that
side. Now I pray God that I've
chosen the right side.

STATEMENT BY
PHIL ROSEBERRY
For the past two )'ears I've had
the opportunity to meet with k.ids
whom I cons.ider to be sinccn.:
and dedicated and conc~med with
the problems of the 20th century.
And every one of these indh•iduals has to confront the problem
that we call the race problem. I
think one of the most terrible
things that is happening as a re·
suJt of the race problem is the dis·
• illusiorunent of young people. It
disillusions them in two ways:
First of all, it disillusions them
as to what mankind is. Everybody
is telling you that man is a being
of love and that he's a being created in God's image. What is this
man created in God's image doing? He is running around beat·
ing other images of God into the
ground. It doesn't make a whole
lot of sense. Youth is being disil ·
lusioned.
But perhaps a greater disillusionment which has entered my
life is the disillusionment
in regard to tht: chuFch. We're told
that the church is the institution
of Christians.
People who are
Christ-like by the definition of the
word Christian. People who have
the will of God, people who know
what truth is. I'm from the North.

by the way. I'm from Ohio. My
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first real dealings with reality of
the race problem came when [ de·
cided I was goins to enroll in college.
On the first line of a college
catalogue, I read, "This colJege is
open to every qualified white in·
dividual." I said, ''Pop, what is
this, is this a Christian college?
You're telling me what Christianity is, and here is one of our

Christian colleges just for white
students! What's the matter?"
I wrote this big hairv letter.
I was going to change the whole
school. M • pop said, "Now don't
get in trouble before you get
down there." Well they later integrated, as you know: thanks to
mammon. and I sav. "Yeah, mammon!" (if it takes· that to do it).
Then I had another little experience with race to trv to introduce me into the realitv of it. We
had a little book at our church
called, Where Ou! Saints Meet. It
listed even: Church of Christ in
the nation. I think. and after
some of them were little parentheses with "Col." enclosed. Now
thb doesn't stand for college.
Wipe that out of vour mind. It
doesn't
stand
for college.
It
stand· for "colored"
Whv don't
you have ( B.N. )-big nos; breth·
ren? Why don't vou have (F.F.)flat-feet brethren? Why don't you
put these individuah. '"·ith big
noses and tlat feet into their own
congregations
and make
them
stay there? IL dO<!._n'tmake: Sl'n~t:.
Is this what Christianity is?
And then. here, even this pa!>t
year I had one of the most shock·
ing experient..es with th~ reality
of the race prohlem in the Church
of Christ. A gentleman came from
one of our orphan homes and during the course of hb speech he
mentiont::d that. "We don't have
anv colored l·hildren here, or anv
Sp.,mish . or Italians, etc." Well.
the young people in that as!-emblv
were disturbed. "Sir, whv don't
you have colored people in your
institution?"
He ~aid, "Well we
don't have facilitic!> for them."
Thev said. "Sir. \\ hy don't vou
have lhe prOJ)er facilities?"
He
said, ··well the Board of Directors
has not moved that we have the
facilities for them." "Sir, whv
hasn't the Board of Director ·s
moved this?" ''Well they have not
deemed it necessary at the present timt:," And so we k~pt questioning him and questioning him
until he got down to the real crux
of the matter:
He said, "You
know Solomon was led a~tray by
strange women, and if we let our
littk v.hite childI"~n grow up beside those little culored children
they arc going to be intermarrying and you know you can't have
a Christian influence if you are
intermarried."
AO\f
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I raised my hand and said. "AU
\11,•omenare strange." And thus I
became introduced to the realitles
of the race problem.
People,
young people, are not dumb .
Young people are not ignorant.
They are not blind They can see
the problems that confront them,
and you cannot tell me what
Christianity is if vou are not living it. You· cannot hold up to me
rhe banner of love and the universal fatherhood of God if the
church itself is a living example
of what the unhersal fatherhood
of Gud isn't.
I am not dumb. I am not ignorant , and I'm not blind, and young
people in Da,·id Lipscomb College
and college~ all over the country
are concerned with the church,
and they are readv to leave . They
arc ready to leave the church, because the Church has left reality
and has left truth.
You sav, "Well the church is a
matter of individuals." Well, that
i!. fine, that's good. but if you a~
an individual trv to express vour
Christianity and you find that the
individuals
that you are associated with are belligerent toward
you. and will not let you express
your Christianity to those around
you, what are you supposed to
do? Are you supposed to remain
loyal to them? Or to Christ? You
tell me.
STATEMENT BY
JOSEPH TUCKER
My views on the race problem,
first of aJl. are that it's a big mess
and that it is becoming messier
th~ more we mess with it. And I
think the onlv answer is that
Christian._ have to show this love
that Christ talked about, and so
far the\ hav~n·t done this. During
mv childhood
a person in the
church, whether he was white or
Negro, was thought the best man
in the wo.rld. You wouldn't tell
me anything about him that was
wrong . About non-members. I was
a little skeptical, but a person in
the church e'l(pressed the very
image of Christ. according to my
innocent and naive outlook . As
far as worshipping together, it's
not so much that t want to sit by
you just because you are white,
and I am black, but I think that
in order for Christ to be shown
to the world, we have to show
true love one for another. If 1
love my blaC'k brother and hate

my white

brother, then ( don't
think we can show this love that
Christ spoke of.
When you go looking for a job.
you know the first thing they ask
you: "Well, do vou want to be a
janitor or what? Do you want to
push a broom or something like
this?" Or if you applv for a better
job. they ask you have vou had
anv experience. Now when ·ou're
growing up, how can vou have
any experience on any job before
anybody hires you? I mean it
doesn't make any sense. They
want you to have 15 years of experience before vou can sit at a
desk.
·

of us who have done such, if God
is going to forgive us because he
said, "Anyone who causes one of
the~e little ones to be offended
it's better for a rnilJstone to be
hanging around his neck and be
cast into the depths of the sea."
So I just hope it's not too late for
repentance.

Another thing thev want to
know about the amount of schooling that vou have. Actuallv, if vou
want to know the truth, there are
some people who shouldn't go to
college. Somt: ·nould wait a while
before they go. People talk about
education, education, education.
Education is good. but when vou
don't know how to use it, it's
harmful. and a lot of people are
just educated fools. It's a shame
to say it. but they are. There are
some students
who just waste
time in school because somebody
pressured
them into going to
school They could be out doing
something
more profitable
to
them than in rioting in school.
Schooling is good, but you have
to use it in the right order.

First of all, if I were a Nt!gro
Christian I would vield to Satan
and let him give
a persecution
complex that would handicap me
from working out a Christian solution to our problem of a race
cooperation
and brotherlv
love.
I don't want to be misunderstood
on this. I think if I were a Negro
Christian and went in for an application and they wouldn't give
mt: a job and I met the qualifications and I was trying to be a
Christian, old Satan would say,
''Now ee how the white folks do
tu you?" If I were a Negro Christian it'd be awful e:>.sv to feel
sorr · for myself and ha;e the persecution complex and say. look
what thev're doing to me.
If I were Satan here tonight,
and I was trying to win me or
some other Caucasian in the audience r would try to convince
that person that the problem is
not as serious as people want us
to believe. I'd minimize the problem. I'm afraid that's what we've
done, we've minimized it and I
want to say something that I feel
very strongly about. As you know,
I work at Green Street Cauca~ian
Church of Christ. You're laughing.
and ~ornc uf you probably don't
know whv the rest of us are
laughing . · The reason
is that
across the Interstate
Highway
there's the Green Street Negro
Church of Christ. Well, l want to
say something, and I don't want
to be reactionary.
I want to be
just a Christian. But I feel like
we've got too many men in the
pulpit who are afraid to speak
out because they'll lo!)I! their salary and they don't tru~t the Lord
to take care of their family. We've
had too much ,pa.rentalism. We've

Now these people who are all
the time hollering do \'OU want
your son to marrv
a Negro
woman . Thev ft~urc he can make
the deci 'ion for himself. Well,
why can't the white ,·oung ladv?
They don't have confidence in vou
women They think vou are ignorant or .something. That doesn't
make any sense either. Some people trv to put it down bv saying
well if God had wanted us to intermarrv. whv did he make us
different. There is an occasion in
tbe Bible where I believe it was
Moses who married an Ethiopian
woman. His sister and brother
scolded him for this, and God
became angry. God didn't ~ay any·
thing to Moses. but he caused his
brother and sister to be sick. I
don't know what it is that thcv
think interradal
marriage is
ing to do. like it's a disease or
something. The church ha!. caused
manv souls to be lost who would
have· been Christian. I mean those

go•
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BY

JOE TOMLINSON
I want vou to know that I love
the people here verv much. If I
were Satan here tonight I'd do
two things.

me
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given you our used song books
for too long. When I worked in
Huntsville.
Alabama, with the
Central Church of Christ, we had
a voutb rallv back in 1966, and I
never wil1 forget. I asked the sec·
retary to mail the Franklin Srreet.
the Negro congregation in town, a
letter and she said, ''We better
check with the elders about that ''
I never will forget. We had the
youth rally. and the Negro young
people came. -'nd it was a wonderful success.
I don't know all the answers. I
know we're going to have to do
a heap more Jo\'ing a,nd a lot more
forgiving and understanding.
I'm
not for this gradualism
either ,

"ButI feellikewe'vegot
too many men in the
pulpitwhoare afraidto
speakout becausethey
wiU lose their salary
andtheydon'ttrustthe
Lord• • • "
but we're going to have to temper
our actions with divine wisdom
and love and concern. Bud Stumbaugh in a ''Power for Today'' article talked about a Negro man
that pulled up in front of a gaso·
line station and he got out and he
ac;ked the proprietor if his little
girl could use the bathroom. But
the man said I'm sorry we don't
ha\·e one for you people. Bud goes
on to describe how the littl ,e girl
just had to use the bathroom.
And hov.· finallv she couldn't con·
tain herself and she just let loo~e
and the white men around tlut
area were laughing at her. fhc>n
finally the Negro Christian. 1 thi""
man was a Christian) got back in
his car with his little girl and
drove down the highway with re~entment and bitterness and then
just hit himself in the head-he
came to himself like the prodigal
son and he said, "Oh God forgh·e
me and forgive those men and
forgive me for thinking those
things I thought."
So two things if yuu don't re~
member any other thing else:
Don't have the persecution com23
plex:, and rny Caucasian brethren,

please don't be afraid to speak
out on this blot in the church. It's
easy to feel sorry for yourself,
and it's easy for us to minimize
the problem.

STATEMENT BY
PERRY WM.LACE
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I've heard quite a bit of taJk
this evening about g:raduaj integration, and it seem.!> to be the
consensus that it's not quite the
mechanism to use as far as our
racial problems. So manv times
it's calJed the Negro problem, but
it's the Negro · white problem.
Take it from its origin, it's the
white-Negro problem.
Gradualism
reminds me of a
friend of mine, a Negro fellow
\i.,:ho is about to be inducted into
the army . He made a very pr~
found statement.
He said. "l 'm
not going over there and fight
those people and give them their
freedom no,1w·,so I can come back
and my children can get it on the
installmt!nt
plan."
I wouldn't
want to do that either.
Some mention was made about
my experience at a local white
church in the citv. I'll tell vou
about this. This occurred
upon
mv entering college. Before I had
a I w a y s go n e to '>egregaled
schools. I'd been in a Negro com ·
munity, and there was no need to
worry about any sort of conflict
or prejudice. Upon entering college I staved on the campu. and
thal was
looked for a church
close and convenient. I began going to a white church that was
very close to the University. As
a matter of fact, it happens to be
right across the street. I needed
spiritual
enrichment.
E\'ervbod\ ·
does . In colleges that ar~ not
Christian colleges a lot goes on,
you know. You read about the
drugs and c""erything. So mu~h
goes on and so many of the kids
are in need that many are looking
for something to hold on to. So
I went to this church. There wl!re
people who were nict: to me, pi:ople who introduced themselves to
me, and people who didn't intro·
duce thl..'mselvcs to me too. I
didn't thing a lot about chat, until
one day when l was ,,bout lo go
into the church, l wa., asked to
step over into a little office for a
few minutr.!S. I wondered
what
was going on. So I was told that
since I'd been coming so frequently that it was ob,·ious that

I was about to place my membership. I was told not to do this.
I was asked to wait, maybe a
so.
year or a year and a half
Whv? So that the older brethren
cou.ld get used to me-you
know.

or

Where am I from? Mars, or
Jupiter?
I have but two arms,
and mo~t people have that. Am I
that diffenmt? I'm a little taller
than everybody else, but other
people arc tall in the church.
What's the matter?
"We'n• going to work you in
gradual!,·. so thev can get used
to you. We 'w. got the older people in th~ church and they don't
understand;
so we're going to
work you in: we're not going to
work chem into the idea that
you're going to be here, it's their
Christian obligation to fai.:e up to
the facts, no racism will be con·
doned." While. what happens. in
the world today? Go outside the
church you know what · happens
in the world today while ral·ism
is condoned, while we WJit for
the gradual changes, what hap·
pens? Somebodv like me, who
wants something, who 's looking
for something spiritual lo hold on
to. Whal does he do? He's destroyed,
that'::. what
happen!>.
You've got the young people who
who
are the victim<; of it-\"ouths
didn't havl! anything ·to do \•.:ith
bririging it about. These people
are being dcstroy~d O\"er in the
ghettos, up North in the ghettos,
or whatever we have h~re. People
are being de~troyed while old peopk are "coming around ."
Joe Tucker
said
..omething
about a word he wanted to talk
about. Negroes don't like to say
it around white people and whice
pcupk don't like to say ii mui.:h
arnun<l Negroes.
It's ''nigger."
You know, it chills , ·ou, doesn't
it? Oh, i[ rcallv hurts. but whose
ddinition is it? tf we'd been here
ftrst. we'd ha\"c made up some
ot h~r ~orl of name for white people. ll'\ 31[ the same. The person
who ha!> tht: ad\·an tage will ofkn
act inhuman; ht! i,:un't show understanding of judgments.

It would happen if we were in
the same pu..,ition. Thb i~ all relative, and Wl! ought to know this.
But the word is brought about by
ignorance and hate. and this is
what these younger kids have to
cope with at their young ages.
AOVE
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They haven't li\'cd enough to ha\.·~
goth!n experience to know. They
are not hadng a chance co mix
with the other people and find
om that people are the same. At
the same time. they're ninning up
against this new pn!judice that
I'm talking about. They run up
against invisible walls of prejudice.
Ever~·body is talking about interracial marriage. If you can say,
well, you're equal but in so many
want you to
ways I wouldn't
marrv my daughter or son. From
the practical viewpoint. \\ hat's go,
ing to happen to their kids? Hard
times, reall\" hard times. So if you
say from the practical point of
view that thic; would be verv diffi.
cult and sincerelv believe that,
then I bclic\ ·c yo~ have a very,
very valid case.
But if ,·ou -.av I don't waat mv
kid to n1arn tl1is Negro because
when you get the blood lo mixing,
that's practi~ally the end of our
race. That is an invalid reason.
That means that it'-. a lie when
you say you can accept a p~rson
as the person that he is, regard·
less ot race, l:rced, or color-no
strings, ifs. ands. or buts.
What are sorne of the other
problems
that ~·ounger Negroes
of
face? One is th~ tcrnptation
Negroes to conform to 1he pat·
tern ot white c.xpectations. That's
why at Vanderbilt a Negro just
doesn't quite feel easy, you know.
All of you have heen in a certain situation where vou've been
around people that w~1·en't quite
Ma}'·b~ they've
the samt' pi:opk
had quite a bit more money or
for some sort of r~ason you just
didn't quite fed c:omfortable. This
is the .::asc of our integrated situation today . When~ ,·ou got one or
lwo Negroes . where you say it's
integrated , and they're smiling all
the time. Thev're .,milinu all the
time. becau~e
thcv're - scared!
You'd better
not do a thing
wrong. Don't do a thing wrong.
I've got to be neat. I'""r:got to be
nice. I've got to keep my hair
straight so I can look like the
white pt:ople. I've got to get mv
bleaching cream and everything
together . I'm ddinitelv not going
to mak~ a mistake. Finally. ]'ve
"arrived " and mv white friends
say: "Well we'""e got one, and he'~
just as nke as he can be. He 's
almost white, almost white!"

ADDRESS HY WALTER E. HURCIJ

''Theshameful
spectre
of discrimination
androcioliniustice

implicitly
sanctio
nedbyourbrotherhood
... patently
nullifiestheclaimof Churches
of Christ
to haverestored
New
Testament
Christianity."
No race
relations
meeting
would be complete without hearing from at least one "outside
agitator''
from the North. So I
am glad to be here.
Churches of Christ ha,·e moved
across the tracks and become
image c-0nscious. Our image may
or may not be a legitimate concern. The legitimacy of one's concern about the institutional
image of the Church of Christ is
determined
by his motivation.
Why are we concerned about our
image?

Now Jesus never enjoyed good
public relations. Tn fact, his public reputation was tarnished. He
was not image conscious. And because he wasn't, the religious establishment of his day bore in on
him. He shouldn't
have associated, in their iudgrnent, with tax
extortioners,
prostitutes,
winebibbers, Gentiles, and assorted
sinners.
Their
reasoning
was
strangely
familiar:
"After
all,
what will our brethren and neighbors think?"
I used to believe and preach
that Jesus never deliberately antagonized
or provoked
people.
Somehow this idea seemed out of
harmonv with his nature. l don't
believe ·my previous understanding was a correct
one, even
though it was honest. After study·
ing again the prophets of God in
tbe Old Testament,
particularly
Isaiah, Jeremiah.
Amos, Micah,
and Hosea; after reviewing again
the ministry of John the Baptist;
and after carefully
re-reading
Matthew's
detailed
account
of
Jesus' searing rebuke of his contemporary
religious
leaders.
I
have come to th_is conclusion,
couched in the words of Stephen
C. Rose:
The Bible is a book about agitators.
It deal with people who are agitat ,ed
by tlie supr1;:me agitator-the
Jiving
God (YAHWEl-1 )-and
who bccorn..:
agitators in his name and for his
sake. There is first the agitation of
God. Us purpose is lo bring about
un~werving loyalty. The book of Exodus is a masterpiece of holy agitating. The enslaved Israelites are
mobilize!d against their Egyptian op-

pressors. The are stirred from their
Walter E.
consultant
spoke on
Church In

Burch, pub1k relations
of Elmont, L.1., N.Y.,
"The lmage of the
the Racial Crisis".

servitude and thrust into a \•asf mi·
li!ration which takes them through
the wilderness
toward a promised
land. Always it is God that is pushing. provokini,. supporting, advisini.
And in the midst of the Exodus. on
ADV
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Mount

Sinai.

he delh1ers the com•
the entire
basis of the Biblical drama: I am the

mandment

which forms

Lord yoUT God, and you s'hatJ have no
other Gods hefore me. Divine a11:itation was. and is, aimed at impress-ing that claim on Lhosc who profe.,s
that they are God's people. A second
form of agitation in the Bible is
based on successive interpretatioru
of what oasic loyalty to God means.
And it is her~ that the biblical prophets, culminating
in the supreme
prophet fosus, assume their imporagitation,
tance. Agitated by God'
they become agitators, not for personal glory but for the 1i:lory of God.
Even Jesus affirms that no one is
good but God. Armed with a vision
of God, the Biblical agitators do not
hesitate to be specific in their denunciation of the status quo.l

It is my deep conviction that
Jesus engaged in holy agitation
for the purpose of bringing God's
Word and wrath in judgment
upon the sins of unrepentant
mankind.
Jesus was provoking
man to real love and genuine good
works. His acts of love and his
devotion to the outcasts of society did provoke negative words
and acts by people who were resisting his ministry. Are these
provocations
to be blamed on
Jesus?

In our time we have been led
to believe that the church ought
to be careful about what the
communitv
thinks
about
the
church and individual Christians.
Presumably,
if the community
thinks unfavorably of the church,

our task of evangelizing becomes
more difficult. On the other hand,
if we can induce a positive community attitude
toward the
church, then our prospects for
evangelization are enhanced. Often I have quoted Acts 2:47 to
"prove" that the J er us a 1 cm
church had good community re-lations.
25

Strict Obedience to Jesus
"Jmage.,

Can Ruin the Church's

The prnblem of image becomes
sticky when our doing the will
of God runs counter to the prevailing community opinion. If. in
the process of trying to save all
persons. regardless of race or social standing,
we "allow" the
church's
reputation
to become
tarnished, then we must accept
the consequences.
The church
cannot consciously choose only
those areas of ministry or actions
that are in agreement with the
consensus of community beliefs
and outlooks.
Our image ought to be pleasing
to Jesus Christ our Lord. If it
also pleases the majority of the
people in our community. this is
a dividend. We commit a gross
error, however, if we knowingly
develop programs
designed
to
find high receptivity in the community when in fact we have
ceased listening to our Lord.
History teaches that it is easy
for the church to become absorbed in her culture. The faith
described in the New Testament
is one in which the little bands
of Christians meeting throughout
the Roman Empire seemed to be
in constant tension with the power structures of lheir- communities. These Christians were radical. Thev were described as having turned the world upsidedown.
Their public relations obviously
needed improving, because one
writer says that the church everywhere was spoken evil of. By
whom was it spoken evil? By
those
individuals
and
those
groups of people in the GraecoRoman world who stood condemned by the message of Jesus.
A simple reading of the New
Testament leads one to accept the
probablJity that Christians today,
by their words and acts, will create tension, often unwittingly,
within their communities
that
will win disfavor from large segments of the people. Whal is the
1
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Christian to do when he is convicted that what Jesus would do
wouJd be an unpopular
course
today with considerable
risk?
What happens if the demands of
Christian commitment runs counter to the consensus of community attitudes? Should a Christian
adopt a plan of moral gradualism
that would affirm only as much
truth as he believes the commun~
ity could receive at that particular time? We don't believe this
way with respect to Jesus' teaching on baptism. Why should we
believe this way with respect to
Jesus teaching on love for neigh~
bor? Or should the Christian, with
love in his heart and love even
for those who resist him, stand
as a witness to the truth of God
on love of neighbor as well as
baptism?
Consider this statement:
"Indeed, all \\'ho desire to Jive a
godly life in Christ Jesus. wilt be
persecuted"
(II Timothy
3:12).
What does Paul mean by this?
I believe he means that if our
relationship · to Christ is what it
ought to be. there will come times
when one's stand may be contrary not only to his community,
or family, or even nationa1 gov•
ernment, but even his local congre~ation. Or should it be espe~
dally his local congregation?
Tn other words, when we listen
carefully and sensitively to the
,vords of Jesus and strictly obey
his teaching,
the chances are
,•ery great that we will become
increasingly involved in conflict
-conflicts
with the e)ders, conflicts with the brethren, conflicts
with
tradition,
conflicts
with
Christian college administrations,
conflicts with leadership directors. conflicts with editors. and
buming
conflicts
within one's
own conscience.
Racial Confllet and
the Christian Conscience
Race relations has emerged' as
one of the most explosive issues
in the modern world. Recently
in our own land the National

Advisory Commission
on Civil
Disorders made its report to the
President. The Report is a social
document
of immense
significance. The quality of behavior of
the oven11helming majority
of
white Americans is singled out as
one of the genuine root causes of
rioting. This was a devastating
moral
judgment
against
out
"Christian nation." The Report. in
part, said:
This is our basic conclusion: Our
nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white-separate
and unequal.
R«:action to last summer's disorders
has quickened
the movement and
deepened
the division . Discrimlnation and segregation have lanw permeated much of American life: they
now threaten the future of every
American •••
To pursue our present course will
involve the continuing polarization of
the American community and, ultimately. Lbe destruction of basic democratic values.
The alternative is not blind repression or capitulation to lawlessness.
It is lhc realization of common op·
portunities
for all within a sinile
society.
This alternative will require a commitment to national action - com·
passionate,
massive and sustained,
backed by the n:sources of the most
powerful · and the richest nation on
this earth. From every American it
will require new attitudes, new understanding,
and. above all, new
will ...
Violence and destruction
must be
ended - in the streets of the ghetto
and in the lives of people.
Segrell'ation and poverty have created in the racial ghetto a destruC·
tive environment totallv unknown to
most white Americans:
What white Atnericnns have ne--vei:fully understood - but wbat the Negro can never forget - 1s that white
society is deeply implicated in the
ghetto. White institutions
maintain
it and white society condones it , , •
Oespte these complexitie . certain
fundamental
matters are clear. Of
these, the most fundamental is the
racial attitude and behavior of white
Americans toward black Americans.
Race prejudice has shaped our history decisively; it now threatens to

affect our future.2

'Whenwe listencarefullyand sensitively
to thewordsofJesusandstrictlyobey
his teaching,the chancesare verygreatthat we willbecomeincreasingly
involvedin conflid~onflictswiththe elders,conflictswiththe brethren,conflictswithtraditions,conflictswithChristiancollegeadministrations,
conflicts
with lectureship
directors,conflictswitheditors,and burningconflictswithin
one'sownconscience."
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A large number of our fellow
citizens, of course. will vehemently deny that they are racist or
manifest racist tendencies. Their
denial, howe\'er, does not alter
the substance of the Report.
The Christian needs to face racial prejudice
forthrightly
and
honestly.
Some churches
have
been reluctant to deal openly and
courageously with bigotrv for fear
that their intrusion into the brittle area of "civil rights" would
somehow lead them at the same
time into embracing the ''Social
Pospel" and finally into a denial
of the inspiration of Scriptures,
denial of the ,·irgin birth of
Christ .. denial of the resurrection
of Christ. and even the denial of
the deity of Christ. Such twisted
reasoning and foohsh deductions
are unfortunate.
The problem of racial prejudice
is clearly covered by the teaching of Jesus and by other inspired
writers of the New Testament.
One strong declaration is found
in James 2: t:
My brethren,

have not tlie
Lord
Jesus
Christ, the. lord of glorv, with
respect of persotts.
faith

of

our

This should have been enough
for all time on the subject of discrimination
- regardless of its
form. Some Christians discriminate ln fa\lor of some persons because of their wealth. and discriminate against others
because
they arc poor; some are discriminated agaln.-it for their lack of
social prestige, while others a ·re
preferred
because of the social
prestige they have accumulated;
some discriminate ln favor of persons who have acquired a certain level of fonnal education.
while others arc discriminated
apimt for the lack of educati<m.
Racial prejudice leads one to discriminate either for or agaJnst

"It is never
pleosont
tobe

confronted
bytheWord

of Godwhentherealities of oursin are so
apparent"

primarily because of the color of
skin they inherited at birth. All
such
distinctions
that
would
measure
the "acceptability"
of
persons on any oF these grounds
is condemned
by lhe Word of
God (Sec James· 2:4).
Salvation in Jesus Christ must
he proclaimed unto all men. The
church is God's agency for reconciling broken and sinful humanity, regardless of race, nationality, or economic status. into the
one spiritual body of Christ. Yet
in the Church of Christ v,1e have
been highl · selective in choosing
the human beings we would like
to seek reconciled unto God. We
stand under the massive condemnation of being respecters of persons. In effect, our response to
God's truth on this subject is
like a prayer we would knowingly
and continuallv offer to God:
Father, f u r ·s:i ,. e us for we
knol\' what we are doing. And
co11tirwe to fo,.give us while
we continue to du wltat n•e
knU1-v we should ttol do. 0.
lord, sanUifv our prejudice
in the name of f!raduali,;m

The shameful spectre of d.lscrlmlnatlon against the poor. and
the raclal
lnJusUce
lmpllcuty
sanctioned bv our brotherhood 11
a disgrace that patently nulllflu
the clalm of Churches of Christ
to have ,-estored New Testament
Chrtstlantty.

Conruslng the Church
with a Middle-Cius
Culture
Twelve vcars ago I ,;,tood in the
pulpit of an all-white middle-class
suburban church. Tn this congregation of respectable, good Chris·
tians
had numerous
social
fi(atherings. I recall the en_jovahle
dinner parties in ,..,•hich 10 or 12
attractive
young couples would
meet in one family's home for
dinner and then a "42" party. I
recall some conversations of those
davs. On o cc a<. ion. someone
would remark about some nonmember who had been c-ontactcd
in our neighborhoods:
"He cer·
tainly would make n good member of the church."
Innocent
though we may have been. this
statement
reflected a tragic disparity betwc~n our !-.ocial preferences and the unjversal outreach
of the gospel toward all persons.
"A good mt'mber" or the church
meant that the person was very
close to ourselves in social standing. in having what ~eemed to be

,,·e
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an attractive personality, a nice
borne, in being one who would
easily "fit in" to our dinner par.
ties and games. I mention this
only to illustrate how we may
terribly confuse our perpetuation
of a homogenous culture with
Christian commitment. Our "good
prospects" may mean that the~
non-members are very much like
us already - in values, in race,
in economic status. This kind or.
evangelizing is \\idesprcad among
us, but it does not match the
quality of evangelism described
in the New Testament.
Gary Freeman, minister of the
Church of Christ in Torrance
California. ha~ analyzed our guiti
in the following paragraphs:
And like Sim, on the Pharisee we
have divided the world into the
respect;tble
and the disrepu~ble.
We've alwavs been apostles to the
respectable· For some reason, we've
not chosen to J)rcach much to the
outcasts of society. I don't know why .
Perhaps it's been becau:w:: of traditional emphasis on free will and so
we blame them for their condition.
Perhaps thev embarrass us or mak.e
us feel guilty. Perhaps we are a social·
limbing church in our secret hearts
and we consider them to be a u..
bilitv. Perhap, we consider tbem unlikclv cand ,idMes to finance church
buildrn1s. Perhaps w-e dimly understand in Lhem the idea of and need
for transformation
and we don't
re-ally know ""'hat transformation
means or how one be1ins to brm1
it about.
E\·cryooe has a claim on Jesu.s. Re<ipectable, upriiht
people have a
claim on Jesus. and, of coune. they
have more to he forriven than they
realize . But oo one ha.s more of a
claim on Jesus than the d.isttputable.
No one has more of a claim than the
world's unfortunates.
This was true
£rorn the very bciiinn.inai of the Christian religion and it is true now.
As Christ is compassionate,
so is
the Church. Where there is sin, where
th•re ,~ physical sufferint.
where
1here 1s mental anruish, where there
is injustic.."C,there will the Church be.
There ls ne\'er a lost soul, KKVCT a
r,ervcrted mind. never a sick heart,
but that Chri,;t cares. ~nd as Christ
cares. so doe!- the Church. for the
Church is the body of Christ.

It is never pleasant to be confronted by the Word of God when
the reaHties of ou.r sin are so ap·
parent. It is much more popular
to fight old doctrinal errors. [t is
much more comfortable
to cast
the searchlight of the Word upon
other~ in acts of judgment and
condemnation of them. It is easier indeed to do that than it is to
tum the powerful, intensely penetrating light upon ourselves.
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From another perspective. news·
paper columnist Sydney J. Harris
has written these words:
One reason that the 50--called moral
reformers fail ro interest me is that
they pay far too much attention to
the lusts of the Oesh. and not enough
to the spirit .
and lechery and the
Drunkenness
stultification of the senses by fast
living are usually fooli h and path·
the real evils in
etic endeavors-but
this world come not from tht!se appdites
but from the lusts of the
spirit .. •
Men with a lust for power. with an
insensate desire for fame and glory,
with a desperate need to manipuJate
;ind humiliate and harm others who
get in their way, are the ones who
cause all the trouble. The weak men
-those
who easily succumb to their
physical appetites-are
scarcely worth
bothering about.
so
One reason the reformers-and
many religious leaders-have
failed to
alter lhe scheme of thing:s is that
their conception of "vice" is so nar •
row. They fritter away their energies
in fighting- alcohol and tobacco and
gambling and pornography-while
the
real evil,doers sit in the front pew
of the co·ngregation . and applaud their
harangues.
In his topography
of Hell. Dante
(who really understood
the essence
o[ religion and morality) placed the
lechers and rhe topers in the milder
circles of nunishment. reserving the
hottest places for those who sim1ed
aaainst the spirit - hypocrites, traitors, exploiters,
the: hard of heart
and narrow .of mind . . .
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Physical sin merely proves that we
are partly animal in origin; but spiritual sin is a repudiation and perversion that has brought mankind to the
edee of catastrophe
time and time
again; not a thousand drunkards .

wastrels or libertines can do as much
d;image as one bigot, or sadist-or
one misguided reformer.

I believe Sydney Harris speaks
much truth. both unpleasant and
profound. It is plain tba t in the
dimension of the spirit, Churches
of Christ have not kept pace. with
our physical and numerical ad·
vances . To a large and disturbing
degree, our brotherhood
has remained selective and provincial in
our judgment of what constitutes
a moral commitment. Some illustrations will help make this point.
Pharasalcal Hypocrisy
ln Our Time
Most congregations felt in 1960
that the church ought to do all
in its power to prevent a mem·
ber of the Roman
Catholic
Church from being elected Presi•
dent of the Unjted States because
of conflicting loyalties that would
then be thrust upon a Catholic
President if he were elected. Fewer churches
could claim innocence of religious prejudice.
We rise in the South, in our
communities
and counties •and
states, to employ the church's resources and influence. political
and otherwise, in efforts to prohibit bv legal means the sale of
alcoholic beverages. Tn one Tenne,ssee city the church visibly exerted its political pressure in a
public attempt to keep alcoholic
beverages off the premises of a
public athletic arena.
We have gone before school
boards to point out our view of
AOV
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the immoralitv of school dances .
We have petitioned state legislators and state educational agencies to urge them to prohibit the
use of certain biology textbooks
that recognize evolution as the exclusive method of explaining the
origin of human life .
Or we stand up, as we do every
few years in Texas, to block legislation that would legalize parimutuel betting.
Now these issues-church
/ state
relations. the promotion of a.leer
holic beverages. dancing in the
schools, school textbooks which
make dogmatic claims for evolution. and legalized gambling have been thought by a large segment of our brotherhood
to be
"moral"
issuc-s in ,vhich the
d1Urch as the church
should
speak out. And the church has
spoken out and has often gotten
involved publiclv. as the church,
in these kinds of things.
Yet the universal moral issue
of racial discrirni nation and injustice confronting
the church
is thought to be a part of the
social and political frameworkand therefore quite be ·ond our
reach!
Jesus was outraged by this kind
of hypocrisy when he declared:

Woe umo vou, scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye
tithe mint and anise and cummin. and have left imdone
the weightier mailers of the
law, justice, and mere!', and

faith: but these ye ought to
ha\'e dont!, and not to have
left lhe otht!r undone ( Mat ·
thew 23:23)
Out of this ferment of hypo-,
crisy there has emerged an im•
in the
age or our brotherhood
eyes uf the \vorld that does not
rescmbk
a c:ross -bcaring society
of committed
C'hri!!.tians. but a
White. Middlc-Cla,;,s , Church of
Christ Culture . To any objective
person, thic; is chc real image we
are projecting to the world . And
perhaps
the greater tragedv is
that we are "accepting"
the image, even bolstering it . The powerful voices in our fetlm.1r·ship are
either rcadv to defend this image or rema in cO\vardlv silent becau,;e of \:C',t('d
intere ...ts .
Increasing
numbers
of Christians, especially our young people, have been arouc;cd and con.
victed of the rcalin1tion that the
mere perpetuation
of this Culture is not even remotclv close
Testato re-enactment
of N('\\.'
ment Christianitv in our ai;!C. Our
deeds simply denv our creed on
this core. is!-uc of our faith.
What Does the Blble Teach
on Man's £quality Defore God?
The first sentence in the Bible
tells us that God is th(' creator
of the unh·erse , and the first chapter tells us that God is the creator of all life - plant , animal,
and man . God is the source of
our being. Thie; means that each
person, being created in the spiritual image of God . has a spiritual
cqualitv and dignitv that God decrees mu">t be respected, for God
is no re-.pe~~tor of per sons . The
New Te!.tamcnt heralds Ille fath·
erhood of God and the brotherhood of all men under ont: Gud.
To deny tht.' dignitv anc..1eternal
worth of each cr<.•ated soul is to
deny not only the teaching of God,
but this is a denial of God Him•
self.
"And hf! made of one blood
every nQtion of 111en to dwell

m1 Qlf the fQce of the cartll."
( Acts 17:26) .
Did not Jesu~. in making a hero
of the Good Samaritan in his famous parable, reinforce the view
that neither race, nor culture , nor
custom.
not economic
status
should hinder our ministrv to all
men, who are created in ·the image of God?
Did not Jesus . in his -.ermon
on the mount. forever demolic;h

Lhe concept of making distinc·
tions between persons when He
said: "Whatsoever ye would that
men should do unto you, likewise
do unto them" (Matthew 7:12).
Yet, gc:nerally
speaking,
in
of Christ throughout
Churches
the land black brothers and sisters in Christ are not recognized
by their white brothers and sisters in Christ as their spiritual
equals. t\nd an increasing number of black brothers and sisters
are not recognizing their white
brethren
as their equals. With
respect
to black racism, it is
simply the legitimate
child of
\\ hite racism. It wilt disappear
when all species of racism are
destroyed.
Paul encountered racism among
the J~ws. The earlv church was
composed
exclusively
of Jews
during its first few v·ears It was
a diHicult tac;k fo·r the early
church to accept the principle
that the Gentile brethren
were
thdr spiritual
equals. You will
recall that even after Peter had
rehear,.ed the miraculous events
connected with the conversion of
Cornelius and his household ( See
Acts 10 and t l ), bias persisted
in the earlv church . So we should
not be surprised today. Paul rebuked Peter for his conduct at
Antioch when he accommodated
his Jewish brethren and refused
to eat with the Gentiles (Galatians 2: 11, 12). There was a strong
Jewish tradition against Jews and
Gentiles fraternizing and mh:ing.
Even the example of Onesimus
and Philemon is used in some
quarters
to defend compulsory
.segregation. Oncsimus was a runbv Paul.
awav slave converted
P:;iul sent him back to his ·master,
Pbilcmun. hut at the same time
wrote these words in his epistle
to Philcmon:

''Todenythedignity
and

eternalworthof each
createdsoulis to deny
notonlytheteaching
of
God,butis o denialof
GodHimself.''

receive him bo.ck, no longer
as a sen ant, but more than a
sen•ant, a brother beloved.
1

,;pecially

to

me,

but

lzow

much rather to thee. bollt in
the fle.(;h and in the Lord. If
tlren thou countesr me a parr-

ner. receive
( Philemon

him

as myself

16, 17 ).

Brethren who protest that Paul
didn't
I e ad
a demonstration
against the injustices
of slavery
miss the point. If the teaching of
Paul had been accepted and ap·
plied, there would be no cause
for a demonstration.
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ACTION BEGINS - The conviction was expressed at the Race
Relations Workshop that the messages deli cred ought to be made
avaiJable to the brotherhood. Accordingly. persons "ho were present at the final session or the workshop ga,·e or pledged more than
St ,600 lo help dl"fray printing costs of this supp1ement to the
CHRISTlAN CHRONICLE.

Receive Onesimus.
not as a
servant or second-class
citizen,
but a!> a brother in Christ, showing him the same Jove and consideration and respect you would
show an apostle of Christ. White
Christians. often -.,•hen con\'icted
of prejudice. have been known to
proceed to engage in a new form
of prejudice:
condescending
pa~
ternalism. The~ ~ahc their consciences by 0\ er-pa troni1.ing. their
dark-skinned brotht'r'I and sisters
in the Lord. But Negro Christians do not want to be considered the objects of pitv or charity of white Christians. but simply as brothers and sister<; in the
Lord. The popularity of tht• term
"black pov.er" among Negroes is
more than another
slogan. It
symholizcs
the Negroes' desire
and need to achieve their aims as
a result of thetr own efforts and
not as a rl'-;ult of white bem~ficencc. Hov,•cvcr, the problem
with this philosophv is that the
onlv real power ic. in Christ. not
man or anv race of men.
And no follower

of Cl!risr can

approve the ,·iolence prec:ipitated by racial rc~Hions in
either the white or Ne~,u
commtmitie.5.
Until we repent - as individuals. a, churches, and as a brotherhood-of
the sin of discrimination against the poor and racial
injustice,
the ideal of restoring
New Testament
Christianity
30 which we ha,·c so ferventh ad-

,·ocated for so long-will
have
been robbed of its power in a
world that is demanding
substance in religion, not form: acts
and deeds and Involvement, not
words; meaningful commitments,
not claims.
New Love and Courage EssenUal
What speciiicallv
is required?
For~most, Christians need to listen more intently to Christ Lhan
the brethren or the community.
New love is required. A practice
of the golden rnlc in every aspect
of life is required. New courage
is required. Followers of Christ
must follow Jesus, regardless of
cost - including one's reputation,
job, future security, future "influence."
Interracial
meetings and conferences among black and white
churche~ are urgently ncoded in
with one
order lo communicate
another and get to know one anoth\!r as humans.
Segregation
prnctkcs only further isolate and
e~trangc white and black. Racial
stereotype,
can never be 'destrovcd until Christians come to
kno,v one another and look upon
each other as individual human
being~. rather than members uf
"classes.''
Spiritual
renewal can suppJy
thb new love and new courage.
Renewal means returning to the
original sources of our spiritual
birth and power and purpose to God, who is at work in the
world: the Word of God revealed
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in Christ and in Scr-ipture; and
the all-pervasive
leadinl! of the
Holv Spirit. Christians must question th1.· validity or their commitment to Christ. Our principal
concern mu1,t not he the teachings or cmphac.cs of prominent
Church of Chri-.t preachers in the
1960'-,, 19.50\. the 1940's, the
1930's, or even the J~JO'c..We must
go aJI the way hack to the cross
-not
bevorid the cro<:s-but
all
the wav back to it. Th<.·rc must be
a willingness to accept the loTdc;;hip of Christ as he is, and to
rullv accept
his truth
which
-;houltl make nl!w and courageous
demand., upon us.
Renewal is accomplished when
the human mind and heart are
stretched to receive truth of God
previuu ·Iv unreceived or not fullv helievcd or accepted - truth
that tradition, or custom, or even
one's mentality ma~ have combined to censor in the past.
It is not easv to 01..cupy the
ground of new spiritual truth. It
mearis confession of sin ,md guilt
when known. Yet c\'cr- di'>ciple
of Christ who is studving
the
Word. who is being led by the
Spirit, and who is atlt·mpting the
walk dcvotedlv
with Christ
is
claiming
new - spiritual
ground.
This is the m~aning of the Chris·
tian life. This is why we are on
a pilgrimage.
This ·is why the
Christian life is an adn:nture
in
which the disciple is cl3iming new
truth and understanding
as he is
able to receive it.

Every generation has its "old
guard" in the church to whom
gratitude is due, despite the fact
that some malignancy of spirit
has been transmitted
by it. We
have our "old guard" in both the
black and white fellowships of
Churches of Christ (and they are
quite separate and distinct). We
have our "uncle Toms," we have
our admitted bigots, we have our
moderate racists. and we have our
liberals on this issue - the latter
being weak in influence and preoccupied with talking about reform. In their own way, all are
de.eply desirous of what they conceive to be "good," but on the
subject of race relations most of
us have a brain-Jock, a condition
produced by our upbringing, generations of inherited prejudice,
and consequent
lack of under·
standing of what it means to be
a human being.
Some measure of sympathy is
needed, perhaps, for persons who
are men tally and emotionalh• unable to accept change, although
David Lipscomb was less tolerant
on this point.' Nevertheless. one's
unwillingness
to accept God's
truth on sinful, racial prejudice
must not be cause to dam up
the flow of God's truth on this
matter or any other truth
which God has clearly spoken.
I am grateful to observe within
the coming generation
in the
church a remarkable absence of
either white bigots or "Uncle
Toms." Wbether our churches
and church-related
institutions
achieve meaningful integration is
another question.
Nashville is a city of gospel
preachers who possess powerful
voices and great influence - if
only they will speak to the issue.
A few have.
Oh, what a change could be
wrought
if the noted gospel
preachers,
Christian
educators,
and Christian writers and editors in Nashville would ,;peak on
the sin of radal prejudice as powerfully and convincingly as they
speak on the authority of the
Word of God and the nature of
the church.
Oh. what a change could be
wrought if these men, white and
black alike, would employ the
sword of the Spirit-the
Word of
God - in a desperate attempt to
remove this cancerous
malady

"Thechurchthat we loveondarestrivingto be
be renewed
andchanged
whenshegrowsup 'in aU
thingsintohim,whois thehead,evenChrist'
... ·.
onlywhenthistaskisaccomplished
willour'ima
be whatourLordwouldhoveu to convey
to a lost
world."
that threatens the spiritual life
of the body of Christ!
Oh, what a change if these influential Christian leaders would
speak the truth on racial injustices as clearly as they speak the
truth on the plan of 'ialvation and
New Testament worship.
Let us pray for mighty, thundering voices in the church who
will speak the full truth of God
at this tragicaUv late moment in
the racial crisis. Let us not be
ashamed to confess our sins. as
well as the sins of our fathers.
In a time of racial upheaval
and social chaage, many will
counsel "take it easv" and "don't
rock the boat"-pointing
to many
expressions of "progress'' in racial relations and sadly confusing
"tokenism"
with true integration.
The boat has already been
rocked ( and not from the inside).
The boat in fact is sinking. Christians of all races, regardless of
institutional interests, need to get
out of the boat and into the
stream of love and justice and
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compassion and be true witness-es to God's truth on the essential
oneness of the body of Christ, in
which there is "neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither bond nor
free, there is neither male or fe+
male: for ve are all one in Christ
Jesus" (Galatians 3:28 ).
The chorch of the New Testament that we love and are striving to be can be renewed and
changed when she grows up "in
all things into him, who is the
head, even Christ" (Ephesians
4: 15). And onlv when this task is
our "image" be
accomplished
what our Lord would have us to
convey to a lost world.

will
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"

We sec in the Christian Preach·
er. a notice of the fact that a colored man pr~sented hin~elf for
r i,.:mh~rs_\,ip into a coogregation
1'1 di-; iplt.•s worshipping
at McK111ncy, Texa , and that son,i.; of
iht' brcl hn·u .objected ~o n:.·ceiving ·
him. \Ve are not told ?>'how the
c.hurch acted in tlfo · c'~se. but it
h.a~ bec11 in our mind for some .
tis
10 ,a, a fo\
things un this
-;ubJCl'I ~m<l we n1akc
Chis the oc- ·
.tsic,11 A pri cipli.:: lying ar the
l0Ltnd.it1vn of Jll tcue s~r\'iCe to :.:·
(,od ~rnd di:.,dpleship ·ro our Lortl
Ji::!>us l'ht bt ~ is that we mus1 ac~ •
cc~pl ul God's law, p1'ovisiuns and ,,
in~litutions iu.st as be ga\'e them
t(I us.
!"
,,
'r,

Wl· tielt~vc it is sinful to' ha, ·c
,·,)n~regations
in lh\! sam~

treatment of the Negro t
btit. ls that of crimjnal indiffer
c;-n~ and ncgtc t. T<J di~courage
:c\nd re~ him. when despite that
·I- nt,Jlect m our put ht'! st:ek.
bersh.tp m the church of
n outrage lhat oultltt n,,t
omcnt to be tolerated

...
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